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Fw: Comments on draft transmittal email

lCoilt^butcflÃ‘
Nicole Shao

Hello,

We're getting ready to "'^goIfvewwfih the new chlorairnne message maps. The target date is Wednesday
311 8, to coincide with this week's ASDWA meeting.
u
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Attached is a draft internal transmittat email. The idea would be that we (SRMD) would send this to the
regional branch chiefs and Nicofe (for ORD).Then Nicole would forward this to all the relevant ORD
contacts with aft invitation to participate in an informational session on how to use the message maps .
We also would like to encourage the regions and key offices to designate key points of contact for
inquiries, and to clarify with staff who may speak on the record regarding which information.

Based on our recent conversations, I believe that Nicole Is investigating ORD1spossible interest In this
type of [pfonnati,onalsession. Jane, do you think this type of session would be helpfful for you and the
other regional contacts? I had understood that you all were planning to hold a meeting Ailh your states
on this as well.
I'd appreciate your input on the draft transmittal email, as well as on the concept of an informational
session. We'll need to finalize the ernall in the next day so we can run it by management here.

We're confmulng to work on the external transmittal email
Thanks

1

The Office of Water, dong with input from the Office of ~esearchand Development
{ORD) and the SPA regions, has created detailed questions and answers {Q&As) in response to
public concerns and frequently asked questions about use of chloramine as a secondary
disinfectant in drinking water. The goal of these Q&As is to provide a consistent message to die
public about the benefits and rides of monoddomine while at the same time stressing the
necessity of adequate pathogen control to assure protection of public health. The website to
view the Chloraniine Q&As is: t n i ~ : Ivhw.ep.i.aovlsalcwaierldisi iifctt,~wlchl~r.iimnt;/,
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We are releasing these Q&As in older to assist EPA regions, stole environmental and
public health offices, and water suppliers to respond to public concerns in a consistent, cleas. and
cohesive manner. The Q&As were designed using a specificrisk communication format
(message maps) aimed at targeting the general public. Bacfa question is answered by 3 key
responses, written at approximately a 6th grade level. Bach tey response is suppond by three
more detailedpieces of information at a 12th grade level. Thereis an Additional Supporting
Information section in the footnotes that includes links to documents and resources that provide
additional technical information. For more information on message maps, see
)Ht~J/www.-vflÃˆaiSRC/aews/news040207.hte
We worked closely together, and with a highly qualified risk conunulucaiion expert, Dr.
Vince CoveBo, to develop specificlanguage that is both understandable and accurate. To die
extent that all relevant nssponses to public inquiries use (he languagein the Q&As, we will
achieve our goal of consistency,accuracy and undersiaadabiUty. Dr. Covetio recommends that
to better meet this goal, that we all adhere closely to the wording in fee Q&As rather than
attempt to rephrase the responses. Sometimes subtle word changes are perceived (tightly or
wrongly) as conveying different information than the specific text provided. Stage 2

We plan to hold an information session inthe m y future to answer any questions p a may
havedÃˆotaiB~wcskc<HiBDuiricatimtoolandhowbesttou~itwhenspeakingwith
public or the media.. In die ineandm, offices may wantto consider tttentifyins a k q point of
contactandest^~acommunic^OBsappfoacfa:sothatitaayonehyoiagioi^&m
questions,itoereisadearonfestan&ngofwhoisaafaorizedtoiSspc^toinqumesofd^eFent
sorts. [
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We very much appreciate the input of many technical experts in ORD who worked closely
with us to assure that die simple language we required is also accurate and up to date. Thanks
also to the representatives of Qic Regions who helped us make sure fliat the very technical
information we needed to convey is understandableand responds to the questions they frequently
receive.
We hope you find these Q&As helpful and timely, and I d forward to discussing with you
how to best communicate about chloiamines in drinking water.
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Fw : draft email requesting cnioramwe messages'
review
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12.756

6&1/2008

1.

04:56 PM

Nicole Shao

I.

I need to get badeto Rose by tomorrow morning, I $ink I would prefer if ORD was sent the message
separately, rather than saying OflD feedback should go through m e a d non-ORD feedback should go
through Crystal Rodgers-JenMns. Do you agree?
The timeline poses some difficulty for me and I am inlarestedin hearingyour input. Rose wants the ORb
folks to have until COB May 6th (2Weeks) to submit their <x>mrnentsto me, After thatshe was planning on
giving me a coupleof days to consolidatethe comntwb. I already have several plans for theend ofthat
week that are nowcoming intoquestion, I hactsigned Up for an AWWA Webcast (2 hours) on 5/7,1 took
annual leave on 5/8 to volunteer atthe W / D E Water Festival In Delawarei and I am supposed to be
compressed oh 5/9. What byour recommendatlon>for
the best way to work around this? i am not sure
how dxtensfve the comrnentsvvi~lbe. Do you want me*
cancel thetraining, volunteer a*%, or switch
:
> .. .
my compressed day?
I:

Do you think ft would be reasonable for me to asktp have until Monday 4/12? If I did W, 1 could work on
it onthe weekend. 1 am Interested
,-.
in hearing your.idea$
..., on how
- to best proceed.
Thanks,
Nlcole

Nicole Shao
LIS EPA, ORD-Office of Science Poky

T200 PennsylvaniaAvenue, NW (8104R)
Washington, DC 204BQ
(202) se4-6779
%-.
-Forwarded by Nicole S~WDC/USEPA/USon 04/21/2008 0438 PM Rose
^*mu /DC/U8EPAfUS
Nicole Shao/WUSEPA/US@EPA, Danielie

-

TI ltman/DClUSEPA/US@EPA

ec
Subject draft emall requesting chlorarnine messages review

Hi Nicole and Danielle ,

Below Is the email that I drafted that I will send with the most recent chtoramine message maps asking for
further input from ORD and other workshop participants. Please note that 1 will be sending this ernail to
others that attended the workshop, so even though the email is geared towards ORD review, it will include
others,such a? regional folks. if you'd prefer to have an ORD only message, let me know and we can
I .T;<
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change thiseasily enough.
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Please let me know if you have any suggestions or edits to the draft ernail below,

As it now stands,I hope to get the new draft of the chlorarnine messages tomorrow, so I could send this
email out as soon as Tues afternoon (I'll change the date in the email depending on when I send It).
Nicole said she will follow this email with one to ORD colleagues with additional instructions from her . I
will give ORD a 2-week review, and then Nicole a few extra days beyond that, as she needs,to combine
the comments into one consolidated set of comments. I will be starting a new job next Monday, so
correspondence at that point will be to my colleague Crystal Rodgers-Jenkins,who will take over this
project.
Thank you for working on this with us and for facilitating this review.

Rose

To: bathya.ambika@epa.~ov,Page,Angetad@epa.gov, Russt).Biil@epa.gov, afcins.blake@epa.gov,
kiseIica.bruce@epa.gov, mintz.bruce@epa.gov, lalley.cara@epa.gov, chrisline@uncommoninsights.com,
i m p e l l i -rfiristopher@epa.gov, rodgers-jenkins.erystal@epa.gov, tytle.darren@epa.gov,
brune.daug@epa.gov, doyte.elizabetii@epa.gov, hubbard.ha~et@epa.gov,ernst.hiba@epa.gov,
dwnfng.jane@epa.gov, Simmons.Jane@epa.gov, liriskin.jeanne@epa.gov, best.jennifer@epa.gov,
bauer.jeremy@epa.gov, eIlis.]erry@epa.gov,bennett.johnb@epa.gov, pressman,jonathan@epa-gov,
j~idift@traiatg.com,deason,ken@epa.gov, Forrest.kesha@epa.gov, donahue.llsa@epa.~ov,
lfb9@cdc.gov, lavay,maggie@epa.gov, rodgers.mar^@epa.gov,msh~rnkin@traclfla.com,
Mindnip.Mafy@epa.gov, mcctelland,rnaureen@eps.gov,elovitz .rnichael@epa.gov,
10wy.mtchaef @epa.gov, Wright.Michael@epa.gov,narotsky.michael@epa.gov, wurtz.rnonica@epa.gov,
ashbolt.nick@epa.gov, Sttao,Nicole@epa.gov, barr.parnela@epa.gov, fair.pat@epa.gov,
oshida.phil@epa.gov, pegram. rex@epa.gov, lieberman.ridiard@epa.gov, rogers.rick@epa .gov,
bums.robert@epa.gov,kyprianou.rose@epa.gov, haught.roy@epa.gov, bahrman.sarah@epa.gov,
shereen@trackg.corn, Comerford.Sherri@epa.gov,Hunter.sid@epa.gov, regli stjg @epa.gov,
richardson.susan@epa.gov,shaw.susan@epa.gov, tanya@riverbyte.com, speth.thomas@epa.gov,
grubbs.thomas@epa.gov, deangeto.anthony@epa .gov, hall.patricia@epa.gov, blank.valerie@epa.gov,
btette.veronica@epa.gov, guilaran.yu-ting@epa .gov, bain.2eno@epa.gov,Bruce MacleriR9/LlSEPA/US

-

Subject: Chloramlne risk communication revised and simplified messages
Dear Colleague,

We received many comments on the draft chtoramine risk communication message maps that are being
developed as a result of the Jan 30 workshop held by our office to exchange information on
chloramine-related issues. Thank you for your thoughtful input! Your comments were incorporated as
best we could, while also making some other important changes to the messages which 1 talk about
below. I have also collected all the comments together for our office to use as reference in future activities
around these issues.

You are receiving another ernail from me for a couple reasons. First, we had comments from Regions and
from the risk communication experts that the messages needed to be much more simple. We also heard
that folks would like to see how their comments were taken and what the messages look like if there are
substantial changes. We have changed the messages quite a bit, and they are much simpler, so my office
would like to share these with you again.
Our hope is that these message maps will serve as communication tools for fact sheets, Q&A, and
brochures that we may develop. We also hope that Regions, ORD Labs, and HQ will be comfortable
using these message maps when needing to communicate to the public In this area. As such, we request
another review by you of these message maps, and if you see a problem with how we state an answer,
please let us know. The text is much simplified, down to a 6th grade level. We hope it makes reading
these through a second time much easier and quicker, but please be forgiving of this Important change
and focus In on if what we are saying conceptually is correct and appropriate coming from EPA .
As a reminder,the messages are in a message map format. This means that there are three main key
messages in response to each question, and supporting information for these key messages is listed
below in an outline format.
We would like feedback in 2 weeks - by COB Tues, May 6. Please note: Our office would like ORp
f e e ^ a c ^ t o g o ~ ~ ~ l r ^ i n ~ ~ ~ w i l l b e c x i f i s o f t c l a ^ , r e a r oNon-ORDfeedback
ns^.
should be sent to my colleague Crystal Rodgere-Jenldns, who is taking over this prom. I will be joining
EPA1sOffice of Pesticides (in FWD) for a new Job. It has been a pleasure to work with you, and do not
hesitate to contact me If you have questions (my email remains the same).

Thank you,
Rose

Pleaseconsiderthiswaudocumentfotemaf:
[insert doc: revised, simplified message maps]

--------.--------.*---------*--

Rose Kyprianou
EPNOffice of WatertGround Water and Drinking Water
Standards and Risk Management Division

Phone: (202)-564-6325'
Fax: (202)564-3767
Office: 2209Q. Mail code: 4607M

Comments

NRMRL Comments
A

NRMRL message(napcomments30dec08.doc

Please focus your review on the aqua highlighted questions. These are the ones where I am suggesting
"nitrification" be mentioned. Question 19, Message 1 (and associated 3 buffets) Is the one I asked Audrey
for her comments on.

1 217 Version of the Mesaaae Mans

Thanks!
Nicole
Nicole Shao
US EPA, ORD-Office of Science Policy

1200 PennsylvaniaAvenue, NW (8104R)
Washington, DC 20460
(202) 564-6773

Comments Received from NRMRL on Questions 19 and 27 of the 12/12/08 Version of the
ChloraminesMessage Maps

-

Re: Input Requested for Chlorarnines Message Maps Question 19 Notes Link
IN

Jonathan Pressman

Nicole- Sorry I have been out and not had time to respond. At this point I am in total agreement with the
comments of Mike and Jonathan. Looking at the bullet below- you could include iron release as well.
This really opens up other questions such as the release of trace contaminants. You could say "research
on the release of contaminants such as lead from distribution system materials and...". Secondly,
nitrification Is specific- but could it be opened to biofifm activity or would this be a stretch? For example
could you say '..,and biofllm activity including nitrification, and the resulting subsequent secondary issues
such as nitrite and nitrate formation, that..,.". The bullet couid read:
â‚¬ supports research on the release of contaminants such as lead from distribution system
materials and biofilm activity Including nitrification, and subsequent secondary issues such as nitrite
and nitrate formationJhatcan occur when disinfectants such as monochloramine are used.

The wording can probably improved upon. Damn

You could add, and have nothing new to add. O
Environmental Engineer
US. Environmental Protection Agency
26 W. Martin Luther King Dr.
Cincinnati, Ohio 45268

m LNe, PhD, PE

phone (513)569-7432
fa(513) 569-7892

From:
To:

Cc:
Date:
Subject:

Jonathan Prassman/Cf/USEPMJS
Nteole Shao/DC/USEPA/USÃˆEP
Darren Lytte/CI/USEPA/US @ EPA, Michael Schock/CI/USEPA/USOâ‚¬P Patricia Erickson/CIAJSEP#US @ EPA
12/24/20081O:Z4 AM
Fie: Input Requestedfor Chloramines Massage Maps Question 19

-

Hi Nicole
1 agree with Mike's suggested changes. 1 also think we should add some language that includes
nitrification research, because nitrification causes other water quality issues besides nitritehitrate. I
suggest the following additions (highlighted in red):

The current focus ofEPA mu no chi^-^- r^earch is on disinfectant byproduct formation as well as bow
disinfectants affect water chemlsfr}
6f.

EPA.supports research on lead release afid'flMffe8tic^ Ui?tL^ftg .tte'i^uWflttl^-ffi^:

ea^^

.:fb!imqt#@
'
. . . 4hat can occur when disinfectants such as monochtoramine are used.

Perhaps this needs to be further wordsmithed, but somewhere we should include "nitrification"
Happy Holidays
Jonathan

-

Re: Input Requested for Chtoramines Message Maps Question 19 Notee Link

MtOha^S&tWffh to Nicole Shaa

cc

Damn Lye, Jonathan Pressman, Thomas Speth

I agree with Jonathan's suggestion that there is a lot more of significance of nitrification to current (and
possible future) regulations and "waterquality". I'm sorry OW does not like tho term. Perhapsthey would
like high school level research done,too, so that it can easily be understood? There are times when
there is a single appropriate technical term to use, and I believe the substitutions can make the meaning
technically incorrect, as Jonathan points out,

My only change from Jonathan's edit would be that we should not make this specific to lead release
issues. Nitrification reactions in a biofflm can have other impacts on metal release, Including bofh copper
and other currently-regulated (at entry points) metals,and from the ORD standpoint, it doesn't matter
where the metal comes from "rft's there when the consumers turn their taps on.
The current focus of â‚¬ monochhmmine research is on disinfectant byproduct formation as well as how
disinfectan& affect water chemistry and q o a f f l y ,
â‚¬ 6UppOrts research on changes in cor
fr^dflt<iia'caiittÃˆfti'l%rtffi<AW'yand &@
I nitrifleatton.
(i~oluding
tile .r@ting ni@ atid .nitre formation) that can occur when disinfectants
such
as
.
- monoehloramine are used.
'

I
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-

am very concerned that our ongoing research, which is wall-pfanned by our senior researchers to ft with
both needs of the field and realistic assessments of available resources, not get impeded by formalized
plans that put us at the mercy of non-ORD agendas. I know this was one of Tom Speth's early concerns,
and I see signs that it is creeping back.

-. .

Thank you for frying,

From:
To:

ec:

Date:
Subject;

Jonathan,

Nicole Shao/DC/USEPA/US

Jonathan Pressman/Cl/USEPA/US@EPA
Damn Lytte/CI/USEPA/US@EPA, Michael SchockJCl/USEPA/USQEPA, Thomas SpeWCl/USEPA/US@EPA
12/24/20081250 PM
R:; lnput Requested for Chloramines Message Maps Question 19

-

Thanks for your comments. I wilt sea what 1 can do. The people In OGWDW don't get back until next
weak. I will bring up these things though when I send over my next round of comments.

Nicole Shao
US EPA, ORQ-Officeof Science Policy
1200 Pennsylvanla Avenue, NW (8104R)
Washington, DC 20460
(202) 564-6779

From;
To:
cc:
Date:

Subfect:

Jonathan PressmadGIlUSEPA/US
Nteole Shao/OC/USEPA/USQâ‚¬
Damn Lytle/Cl/USEPA/USQ EPA, Michael SchocltfCI/USEPA/US@EPA, Thomas Speth/CI/USEPA/USQâ‚¬
12ffi4/2008 1210 PM
Re: Input Requested for Chloramlnes Message Maps Question 19

-

Nicole
I just reviewed the attached message map 27,and have the same comments as a little while ago on
Question 19. My primary comment is that these messages only refer to nitritehitrate. Nitrification causes
several other water quality issues that are not reflected in these message maps. The most Important of
which is biological Instability and loss of chlorine residual. I would recommend that nitrification has to be
in revised map 27, and probably any other maps that reference nttrlte/nitrate as a result of chlorarnines.
Now, 1 did see your email of a few minutes ago that you have tried getting nitrification in there and it has
been rejected. I guess I would suggest to try again, as we are currently mapping only partial information
in this message. If nitrification can get into the mainstream media, as it did in last years Corpus Christ!
Incident, then surely it should be worth having in â‚¬P message.
The second comment I would like to make Is In reference to the words "war chemistry", which is used
exclusively in these messages (at least 19 and 27). Now there is 'water chemistrynand "water qualityu,
and these messages use "water chemistry" to mean both, but they are not necessarily the same thing.
Water quality can encompass water chemistry, but not necessarily the other way around. For example,
pH is water chemistry, nitrification is microbiology and therefore is water quality, and I think turbidity would
not be considered water chemistry either. There are several Instances where I think map 27 should say
"waterquality". Perhaps there is nothing that can be done, but In my opinion, we have oversimplified so
far as to make it technically incorrect.
Jonathan

From:
To:
Cc:

Date:
Subject:

~twle
S~O/D~SEPA/US
Michael Sch(ScWC(/USEPA/US@EPA
Damn LyUe/Ci/USâ‚¬PA/U EPA, Jonathan Pres8rban/CI/USEPA/US@EPA, Thomas spelh/Cl/UsEPA/Us@~~/
12/23/2008 12AO PM
Re: Input Requestedfor Chtowmlnes Message Maps Question 19

-

Mike,
I will put forth to OGWDW both of the suggestions you sent me yesterday. I have been working very
closely with OGWDW on these message maps for the past six months and it is not my Impression that
they were trying to downplay the inorganics issue. I don't think that they will have any problems adding
the suggested text. This sentence has been the same for many iterations and we (ORD) may have
provided it to OW to use early on. I think the focus went to nitrate, because nitrates can be especially
harmful to infants (as mentioned In map 27) and also because of the affects from nitrification (and any
possible subsequent changes to water quality, also mentioned in map 27). I do however agree with you
that it is appropriate to add the word "nitrite"to Question 19, Message 1, Bullet 2. I am also planning on

asking OGWDW to reference map 27 in the footnote to this bullet, as map 27 has much more detailed
information about the potential changes to water chemistry from monochloramine use. OGWDW has
made reference to other messages as a source for additional information in other questions and I think it
would also be appropriate to do it here.
I think the map you were probably thinking about is map 27, where we did provide comments to include
nitrite and nitrate. I believe that the comments we provided dramatically improved the messages for this
map from earlier versions, making Inem more scientificallyand technically accurate. I am including a
copy of the most recent version of map 27 I have from la12/08. I am actually quite pleased with how this
map has turned out. The only comment I plan to provide again that I did not see incorporated is in
footnote 2,sentences 3 and 4. I had previously asked OGWDW to change the order of "nitrate/nitrite"to
"nitrite/nitrateUsince pathway-wiseI thought it would be more technically correct. They made the change
In several other places for this message, but not yet in the newer text.

Hopefully, you will be pleased with the revised map 27. QGWDW is not looking for major modifications
right now as they are trying to wrap up this activity, However, if you do identify any show stopper issues
with this map, then please by all means do let me know as soon as practicable.

[attachment "Message Map 27 12Dec08 Version.docl' deleted by Nicole Shao/DC/USEPA/US]

Thanks,

Nicole
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Nicole Shso L
US EPA, ORD-Officeof Science Policy

1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, N W (8 1O W )

Washington, DC 20460
(202)564-6779
..
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Re: Input Requested for Chloramines Message Maps Question 19
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Notes Unk

Darren Lytle, Michael Schock, Thomas Speth

Nicole
I just reviewedthe attached message map 27, and have the same comments as a little while ago on
Question 19. My primary comment is that these messages only refer to nitritehitrate. Nitrification causes
several other water quality issues that are not reflected in these message maps. The most important of
which is biological instability and loss of chlorine residual. I would recommend that nitrification has to be
in revised map 27, and probably any other maps that reference nitritehitrate as a result of chloramines.
NOW,I did see your email of a few minutes ago that you have tried getting nitrification in there and it has
been rejected. I guess I would suggest to try again, as we are currently mapping only partial information
In this message. If nitrificationcan get into the mainstream media, as it did in last years Corpus Christi
incident, then surely it should be worth having in EPAs message.
The second comment I would like to make Is in reference to the words "waterchemistry",which is used
exclusively In these messages (at least 19 and 27). Now there is "waterchemistry" and "waterquality",
and these messages use "water chemistryuto mean both, but they are not necessarily the safne thing.
Water quality can encompass water chemistry, but not necessarilythe other way around. For exampie,
pH te water chemistry, nitrificationis microbtology and therefore is water quality, and I think turbidity would
not be considered water chemistry either. There are several instances where I think map 27 should say
'water qualityn.Perhaps there is nothing that can be done, but in my opinion, we have oversimplified so
far as to make It technically Incorrect,-

Re: Input Requested for Chloramines Message Maps - Question 19 Notes Link
to

Nicole Shao

Hi Nicole
1 agree with Mike's suggested changes, i also thfnk we should add some language that includes
nitrification research, because nitrification causes other water quality issues besides &b/nltrate. I
suggest the following additions (highlighted in red):

Hie current focus of EPA momhloramine researchis on disinfectant byproduct formation as well as how
dkinfeetants affect water chemistry af^sguak&EPA supports research on lead release
ion
that can occur when disinfectants such as rnonochloramineare used.
5

Perhaps tills needs to be further wordsmtthed, but somewhere we should Include "nitrificgitionU
. . ...

Happy Holidays
Jonathan

From: I
To:
Cc;

Date:
Subject:

-

Nicole 8hao/DC/USEPA/US
Jonathan Pressman/CI/USEPA/USQEPA, Damn LyUa/Cl/USEP#US@EPA
Miohael SchmWCl/USEPA/WS@EPA,Patricia Erickson/CI/USEPA/US@EPA
12/22/2008 03:29 PM
Input Requested for Chlorarnines Message Maps Question 19

-

Jonathan and Damn,

Mike Schock suggested that I contact you to take a quick look at some sentences OGWDW is planning
on includingin Question 19 of the Chloramines Message Maps. Question 19 is,"What is EPA's current
focus regarding chloramines research? What oSier ongoing research is EPA aware of?'
Mike was saying that he thought the two of you might have additional details you might possibly want to
see added regarding the nitrification and ammonia removal by biological filtration research that you two
are working on. The bullets below (and Mike's proposed suggestions) are very broad in nature and thus
seem to at least generally encompass the research that is being conducted,so I don't think too many
changes are necessary. However, if you have additional text you would like to see added to the bullets
below, please let me know.

Currently, Question 19, Message 1 reads:
The current focus of EPA monochloramine research is on disinfectant byproduct formation as well as how
4
I

disinfectants affect water chemistry.
EPA supports research on the unregulated disinfectionbyproducts formed in drinking water,
EPA supports research on lead release and nitrate formation that can occur when disinfectants such

as monochloramine are used.

Natural organic matter removal technologies, that can reduce byproduct formation, are a priority for

future â‚¬ supported research.

1. More information on the EPA Drinking Water Research Program can be found at
httpJ/www.epa.gov/drd/npd/dwresearch-irtto-htm .

Mike Is suggesting the following changes to bullets 2 and 3,
EPA supports research on lead release, oifrite, and nitrate formation that can occur when
disinfectants such as rnonochloramine are used.
Natural organic matter removal technologib;that can reduce byproduct formation, are
k for future EPA supported research.
Are you okay with Mike's proposed changes? Do you have any additional comments on this message?
Are there any additional sentences you would like to see added?

Thanks,
Nicole

Nicoia Shao
US ERA, ORD-Offlceof Soience,Policy
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue,
Washington, DC 20460
(202) 564-6779
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Re: Input Requested for Chloramines Message Maps Question 19 Notes Link
~idflari

to Nicol~Shao

thanks. I think nitrite is worse, because the probtem with nitrate that caused the MCL to be set is actually
that nitrate converts to nitrite in young infants, which is the mechanism of blue-baby syndrome. To have it
as a primary contaminant, directly available, Is doubly dangerous. Nitrification is a notoriously nonequilibrium reaction, and microbes often don't 'finish"the job of taking the ammonia all the way to nitrate
in real distribution systems. Sometimes, but often not

From:

To:

Cc;
Date:
Subject:

Nteote Shao/DCAJSEPAAJS
Michael Schock/CWSEPA/USQEPA
O w n Lytle/CWSEPAA.JS@EPA,Jonathan Pressman/CWSEPA/US@EPA,Thomas 8path/QJ/ySEPA/US@EP#
12/23/20081210 PM
Re: Input Requested for Chloramines Message Maps Question 19

-
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Mike,
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I will put forth to OGWDW both of the suggestions you sent me yesterday. 1 have been working very
closefy with OGWDW on these message maps for fte past six months and ft is not my Impression that
they were trying to downplay the fnorgantcs Issue. I don't think that they will have any problems adding
the suggested text, This sentence has been the same for many Iterations and we (ORD) may have
provided it to OW to use early on. I think the focus wentta nitrate, because nitrates can be especially
harmful to infants (asmentioned in map 27)and also because of the effects from nitrification (and any
possible subsequent changes to water quality, also mentioned In map 27). I do however agree with you
that It is appropriate to add the word "nitriteDto Question 19, Message 1, Bullet 2. I am also planning on
asking OGWDW to reference map 27 in the footnote to this bullet, as map 27 has much more detailed
Information about the potential changes to water chemistry from monochloramine use. OGWDW has

made reference to other messages as a source for additional information in other questions and I think it
would also be appropriate to do it here.
I think the map you were probably thinking about is map 27, where we did provide comments to include
nitrite and nitrate. I believe that the comments we provided dramatically improved the messages for this
map from earlier versions, making them more scientifically and technically accurate. 1 Am including a
copy of the most recent version of map 27 I have from 12/12/08. I am actually quite pleased with how this
map has turned out. The only comment I plan to provide again that I did not see incorporated is in
footnote 2,sentences 3 and 4. I had previously asked OGWDW to change the order of "nitratehitrite90
"nitritehitrate"since pathway-wise 1 thought it would be more technically correct. They made the change
in several other places for this message, but not yet in the newer text.

Hopefully, you will be pleased with the revised map 27, OGWDW is not looking for major modiflcafions
right now as they are trying to wrap up this activity. However, if you do identify any show stopper issues
with this map, then please by all means do let me know as soon as practicable.

Message Map 27 120edHVersimdoc

Thanks.

Nicole
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Nicole Shao
US EPA, ORD-Office of Science Policy
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW (8104R)

Washington, DC 20460
(202)564-6779
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Re: Input Requested for Chloramines Message Maps Question 19 Notes Unk

10 Nicole Shao

: 1-

*'
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Damn Lytle, "Thomas Speth, Jonathan Pressman

I was thinking about the OW proposed language some more, and 1 just wanted to suggest to you that you
should be vigilant about their continuing to fry to minimize the importance of the inorganic contaminants
research and regulation change areas. Putting in "nitrate",which has virtually never been seen to be a
contamination problem from nitrification (relative to the MCL. albeit entry point), instead of "nitrite,"which
is a known major health hazard, has been found in our research and that of others in the distribution
system at high concentrations from nitrification (and which would push them to modify the current
regulation), may very well not be an accident We know of at least one person in OW who consistently
intentionally downplayed inorganics Issues throughout the DS-TCR process, and Oils strikes me as being
more ofthe same. So, I don? believe it was an accident, and nitrite needs to be specifically in there.
h--.
- ,
*. 'ih '
I
-Mike
l:

-
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From:
To:
Cc:

Date:
Subject:

Nicole Shao/DG/USEPA/US

Jonathan P^asman/CI/USEPA/US@EPA, Dgtren LytIe/CI/U&EPA/US@EPA
Michael Schactt/CI/USEPA/US@EPA,Patrfeta Ertekson/Cl/U8EPA/US@EPA
12/22/2008 0359 PM
Input Requested for Chloral-nines Message Maps Question 19

-

Jonathan and Damn,
II

Â¥

1

111.

Mike Schock suggested that I contact you to take a quick took at some sentences OGWW is planning
on including in Question 19 of the Chloramines Message Maps. Question 19 is, "What is EPA's current

focus regarding chloramines research? What other ongoing research is â‚¬ aware of?'

Mike was saying that he thought the two of you might have additional details you might possibly want to
see added regarding the nitrification and ammonia removal by biological filtration research that you two
are working on. The bullets below (and Mike's proposed suggestions) are very broad in nature and thus
seem to at least generally encompass the research that is being conducted, so I don't think too many
changes are necessary. However, If you have additional text you would like to see added to the bullets
betow, please let me know.

., -,. =.

.l-l

Currently, Question 19, Message 1 reads:
The current focus of â‚¬ monochloramine research is on disinfectant byprodact formation as well as how
I

disinfectants affect water chemfsfty.
â‚¬ supports research on the unregulated disinfection byproducts formed in drinking water.
EPA supports research on lead release and nitrate formafion that can occur when disinfectants such
as rnonochloramlne are used.
6
Natural organic matter removal technologies, that can reduce byproduct formation, are a priority for
future ERA supported research.
1. More Information on the EPA ~rinkhg'waterResearch Program can be found at
h~www.~.~/ofd/npd/dwesearGh-IntFo-httn.
I

9

.-I

Li

Mike is suggesting the following changes to bullets 2 and 3.
EPA supports research on lead release, hitrite, and nitrate formation that can occur when
disinfectants such as monmhloramine are used.
Natural organic matter removal technologies, ftpt-caQJe^~,
&yprg.&$&rn.$@n,
are 6fW
for future â‚¬ supported research.
Are you okay with Mike's proposed changes? Do you have any additional comments on this message?
Are there any additional sentences you would like to see added?

Thanks,
Nicole
Nicole Shao
US ERA, ORD-Offlce of Science Policy
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW (81O4R)
Washington, DC 20460
(202)564-6779

Re: DBP precursor removal and treatment optimization research Notes Link
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Nicole Shao
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HI,-Nicole;
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Well, since May, as you know, Tom Speth has been moved to a 6 month appointment as acting Division
Director, and Damn has been appointed acting Branch Chief. So, mere goes our primary DBP research
and the only help I have on corrosion issues. And you know about the budget limitations and cuts under
the continuing resolution.
We're still supporting the field study at Newport (Rl) looking at disinfection change and corrosion (about
$180K per year of in-kind lab support), but with Tom gone, we're not going to be able to act on setting up
any auxiliary experiments aimed at precursor removal research as we'd hoped. We're also informally
collaborating with Washington Aqueduct in a new project to help them with some new pipe rig studies that
are aimed at overall treatment improvement and possibly including DBP precursor removal optimization.
Similarly, we are discussing a possible similar role with Poughkeepsie, NY.

prefer your proposedsentence. W e would like it to be a priority area of research, but we lost out on any
of the new 12 NRMRL FTEs that wars proposed to be filled, and our core staff is diminished. So,
realistically, the stars have to align right for us to put major resources into it in the near future. Every
senior research is already booked-up with work in their current areas, so no one is going to get shifted
into this area.
If I had to suggest a specific change to their sentence, I'd say this"

r removal W

h

n

w

w

t

for future EPA suooorted research.'
One other thing I spotted is that you should probably contact Jonathan Pressman about &ie exact,nature
of the nitrification research he is doing, and the ammonia removal work by biological filtration that Damn
is doing.

The second bullet item below from OGWDW should be changed as follows, from what I know:

EPA supports research on lead release, nftdte,and nitrate formation that can occur when
disinfectants such as monochloramine are used,
Mmbialiy-mediated reactions are often not complete, and in the past two months I have talked to three
other utilities who have not published data but have seen nitrite levels over 0.5 rng/L as N, and even over
1 mg/L, during nitrification episodes in their distribution systems. OW realty does seem intent on hiding
this very serious issue.
I hope this helps.

Happy Holidays to you, too...

From:

To:
Date:
Subject:

Nicote Shao/DC/UÂ§â‚¬PA
Michael Schock/CI/USEPA/US@EPA
12/22/2008 12 : W PM
DBP precursor ramoval and treatment optimization research

Mike,

Back En May you sent me an e-mailstating that your Branch was developing some plans to resume some
research on DBP precursor removal and treatment optimization issues. Back then, you had stated that
budget,logistics, and collaborationswith water systems/consultants were going to be a major factors in
'
determining I f this work would get off fhe ground. What is the current status of this work?

The reason I ask is that OGWDW wants to include a sentence about this research In Question 19 of the
Chloramlnes Message Maps. Question 19 is, "What is EPA's current focus regarding chloramines
research? What other ongoing research is â‚¬ aware of?"

Previously, I had suggested, "â‚¬ has plans to support research on natural organic matter removal
technologies that can reduce byproduct formation," I was leery of stating definitively that we were
supporting an area of research If funding or other arrangements were not yet In place, The OWGDW
folks talked with their branch chief and came up with the underlined sentence above, The only word that
gives me a little heartburn in the undertined sentence above that OGWDW has proposed is "priority.'

Are you okay with OGWDWhsproposed sentence (underlined above), or do you have any additional
suggestions regarding how this sentence should be worded?
Currently, Question 19, Message 1 reads:
The current focus of â‚¬ monochloramine research is on disinfectantbyproduct formation as well as how
1

disinfectants affect water chemistry. '
EPA supports research on the unregulated disinfection byproducts formed In drinking water.
EPA supports research on lead release and nitrate formation that can occur when disinfectants such
as monoGhloramine are used.
Natural organic matter removal technologies, that can reduce byproduct formation, are a priority for
future ERA supported research.
1. More Informationon the EPA Drinking Water Research Program can be found at

~~/www.epa.~v/ord/npddwre~earch-inte.tei~
Thanks and Happy Holidays!
Nicole
Nicole Shao
US EPA, ORD-Office of Science Policy
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW (8104R)
Washington, DC 20460
(202) 564-6779

Draft ORD Workgroup-Lev& c
&&%
on the 12/12/08 Version of the
Chloramines Message Maps
Specific Comments
o u ~ t2i ~
KM 1, bullet 3. Suggest, "Disinfection, including monochluramine
use,
helps protect people
I
from waterborne diseases."
c.

Ãˆ

4

3..?

Question 5
KM 1, bullet 3. Suggest, "Moaochloramine is often used as a s&c6ndarydisinfectant because it
is longer lasting than chlorine."

. 3,::

I,

s
bestion 7
Footnote 3. Suggest changing this footnote to read, "See question 8 for additional information
regarding how EPA regulates disinfectionbyproducts." The current wording regarding
"indicators"reads non sequitur. The information about indicators is already in one of the
footnotes for question 8.
4.

. *I

Question 11
KM I, bullets 2 and 3. Suggest switching the order of bullets 2 and 3, as well as the
corresponding superscriptdfootnotes.

KM 3.

Suggest adding a superscripttfootnote after the words "harmful organisms." Suggest
adding Footnote 1 from Question 4.
I

-

KM 3, bullets 3 and 4. The term "major alternatives" is used in both of these bullets, but there is
nothing that connects the word "major" to the various "options"-presentedin KM 1 and KM 2,
Suggest clarifying these statements to make them consistent.
I
"

I

Question 12
KM 3. Should the second superscript 1 after the words "state agency*' be a separate
superscriptjfootnote. Was superscript 1 (primacy agency definition) from Question 13 supposed
to be added here? Please check. If you add it back in as footnote 2, suggest clarifyingin the
footnote the connection between the tentis."state agency or other authority"with "primacy
agency."

..M

'

n

1

I

Footnote 2, zndsentence. Suggest, "Information on changing disinfectants and controlling
contaminantrelease (including lead) from pipes and pipe materials, as well as biofflm activity
and nitrification+including resulting nitrite and nitrateformation can be found at:
h~://www.e~a.tov/OGWDW/taaafection/staae2/DdÂ£s/sarid
st2 ows aimultaneioas&omgliance.~df.See question 2 for additional information on biofilms. Nitrification is the
biological oxidation of ammonia with oxygen into nitrite followed by oxidation of these nitrites
. .
* .
. . on.IS
into nitrates. Source: htt~://en.wilaDedia.orfl/wria/Nttaficati
Footnote 2,4* sentence. Suggest, "seequestion 27 for additional information on the effects of
monochloramine on contaminant release (including lead) from pipes and pipe materials, as well
as biofdm activity and nitrification, including resulting nitrite and nitrate formation."

..,
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Question 14
KM 2,bullet 3. Suggest dding a superscript and footnote after the words "safety factors." We
have done this is other locations. Suggest using Footnote 3 from Question 15,

Question 16
KM 3, bullet 1. Are disinfection byproducts the only uncertainty in the risk assessment? If not
suggest, "Risk assessments of monochloramine contain uncertainties, including information

regarding potentially harmful disinfection byproduck"
Question 17
1. Suggest inserting the word "some" before the word "utilities." In bullet 3 we state that a
"subset of utilities" has decided to use monochloramine. Thus, the KM should be consistent.

KM
1

KM 3. Suggest adding the word "chemistry and" before the word "quality." There are didhct'
difÂ£eren&e
between the definitions of these two words. Both wafer chemistry and water quality
can be affected by monochloramine use.

KM 3, bifftet 3. Suggest, "Water utilities using monochloraminewill need to monitor and
control for biofilm activity and nitrification3,including resulting nitrite and nitrate formation.

Footnote 2,last sentence. Suggestreplacing "nitrate" with "nitrates/nitrites'*
Footnote 3, Suggest, "See question 2 for additional information on biofihas* Nitrification is the
biological oxidation of ammonia with oxygen into nitrite followed by oxidation of these nitrites
. . ..
into nitrates. Source: fiiffla;/f~i,wiaoe^a.oriE/wiJki/Nitrification.
See question 27 for additional
mfomation on ,theeffects of monochlotamuie on contaminantrelease (including lead), biofiltti
activity and nitrification, including resulting nitrite and nitrate formation."
,

II

a

1 1. Suggest adding the words "and quality" after the words "water chemistry." There are
distinct differences between the definitions of these two words. EPA's research is on both water
chemistry and water quality.
.

KM 1, bullet 2. Suggest, '%PA supports research on the release of contaminants (includinglead)
from pipes and pipe materials, as well as biofilm activity and nitrification2,including resulting
nitrite and nitrate formalion. Suggest for Footnote 2, "See question 2 for additional information
on binfilms. Nitrification is the biological oxidation of ammonia with oxygen into nitrite
followed by oxjidation of these nitrites into nitrates. Source:
httDJ/tai.wildiKidia.ore/wttsa/Nitrification.See question 27 for additionalinformation on the
effects of momchloramine on mtamiaant release (including lead) from pipes and pipe
materials, as well as biofilm activity and nitrification, including resulting nitrite an# ..
formation." AD other footnotes would need to be shifted down one,
.

I

KM 1, bullet 3.

Suggest replacing "apriority"with "of high interest."

Qwbu4
In KM 3, bullet 3 it says that the study of monochloraanine-relatedskin probl
investigation," however, in Footnote 2, it states that it was CDCYsand EPA's
Please check and correct message text/footnote as necessary so that they are c

Question 25
In KM 1, bullet 2 and KM 3, bullet 3, the study of breathing problem reports is stated as "CDC's
investigation," however in Footnote 1, it states that it was CDC's and EPA's investigation.
Please check and correct message text/footnote as necessary so that they are consistent

K M 3, bullet 3 is the same as KM 1bullet 2. To reduce redundancy, suggest creating a new,
different sentence for KM 3, bullet 3.

-

Question 76
KM 2. Suggest adding the words "in drinking water" before the word "is."

In KM 3, bullet 3, the study of breathing prohlm reports is stated as "CDC's investigation,"
however in Footnote 1, it states that it was CDC's and EPA's investigation. Please check and
correct message text/footnote as necessary so that. they are consistent
Question 27, Suggest adding the words "sod quality" after the word "chemistry."

Question 27, second part of the question. Suggest adding the words "contaminants (including
lead)" after the word "change."

KM I, KM 2, and KM 3 , Suggest adding the words ^'and quality" after the word "chemistry."

KM 1 , bullets 1,2, and 3.
KM

Suggest adding the words "and quality" after the word "chemistry."

1, bullet 2. Suggest adding the words " c o n ~ - a n @
(including lead)" after the word "of."
i t

1 ,

+".

.

KM

1, bullet 3. Suggest, "Biofihn activity and nitrification2, including resulting nitrite and
nitrate formation, may change doe
chemistry
. , -..>.. and quality from
.
-.to .changes
- - in water
monochloramine use."

For Footnote 2 suggest "See question 2 or
- r tor biofilms.DcffNKrate for
httD://www.~naifipv/safewater/dismfectiodtcr/Dttfs/white~a~e
additional information on biofdms. The ammonia which is added to water to make
m o o o c h l d , or which naturally occurs in some waters, can be convertedby nalorany
wamhg bacteria to form nitrites and nitrates, which are contaminants regulated by EPA at the
treatment plant. Nitrification is the biological oxidation of ammonia with oxygen into nitrite
followed by oxidation of these nitrites into nitrates. Source:
~://en.wildDedia,orffl'wild/Nitrificati~.
Excessive levels of nitrates/nitrites can be especially
harmful to infants; additional health effect information can be found at:
htt~:/Avww.e~a.eov/fiigwdw/contaminants/clw
contamfs/nitrates.html- Nitrification in the
distribution system can also cause bacterial regrowth. For more information about nitrification
see: hm.7/www.e~a
.
Q
U
V
/
&
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&
~ h~3 nitrification-ndf.
~
W
~
~
Control of nitrification and the resulting nitrite and nitrate formation is discussed in EPA's
simultaneous compliance manual which can be found at:
b'www. .
WDW dis.
er guidance is available through the American Water Works Association
d the American Water Works Research Foundation

*
,
KM 2, bullets 1,2, and 3.

'11 . .

..A*

Suggest adding the words "and quality" after the word "chemistry."

KM 3, bullet 1. Suggest adding the words "regulated contaminants, including lead," after the
word "of."

KM 3, bullet 2.

Suggest, "Water utilities may need to adjust their treatment processes to reduce

biofihn activity and nitrification2,including resulting nitrite and nitrate formation

KM 3, bullet 3. Suggest adding the words "and quality" after the word "chemistry."
Footnote 1. Suggest adding the words "and quality" after the word "chemistry."

Question 2&
KM 1, bullet 3. Suggestadding a superscript/footnote after the words "wide margin of safety.*'
Suggest using Footnote 3 from Question 15.

In KM 2, bullet 1 the study of breathing problem reports is stated as "CDC'sinvestigation,"
however in Footnote 1, it states that it was CDC's and EPA's investigation. Please check and
correct message text/footnote asnecessary so that they are consistent,
Question 29
KM 1, bullet 3. Suggest adding a superscript/footnote after the words "wide margin of safety."
Suggest using Footnote 3 from Question 15.

Minor Editorial Comments
Onestion 4
KM 3, bullet 3. Suggest adding the words "in the pipes" after the words "as it travels."

Question6
Question 6. What is the '**"
at the end of this sentence referring to? Should this be a superscript
I? Please check.
Footnote 3. A period and two spaces are needed after the number 3.

@ation 7
Footnote 3. The number 3 needs to be moved back one space so it will be lined up with the other
footnotes.
Question 8
K M 2, bullet 2. Suggest removing the word "also."
Footnote 1. A comma after the abbreviation DBCM needs to be removed. Currently, there are
two,
Question 9
Footnote 2. The font of the URL text appears different than die rest of the sentence, Please
check.

Question 10
KM 1, bullet 3. Suggest changing the word "has" to "have."
Footnote 4. A period is needed after the word "odor."

Question 11
Footnote 4. "Romoval" should be "Removal."

a

Question 13
KM 1, bullet 1. Suggest adding the word "the" before the word "new."
Question 14
KM 1, bullet 1 . Remove the open quotation mark from before the word "Drinking." The text is
already italicized,

Question 15
KM 1, bullet 3. Suggest changing the word "consider11 to "considered"as it is stated in Question
16, KM 2. bullet 3.

Question 16
KM 2, bullet 2. Superscripts/Footnotes 2 and 3 need to be switched.
Footnote 1. A period is needed at the end of the sentence.

Question 17
KM 3, bullet 1. Suggest adding Hie word "other" before ihe word "a1ternatives."
Question 19

A hard return is needed between Footnote 3 and 4.

Question 20
KM 2,bullet 3. Suggest changing the word "consider^ to "considered"as it is stated in Question
16, KM 2, bullet 3.

Question 23
A hard return is needed between KM 1 sod K M 2.

Question 24
Footnote 1. The "i" in"if should be lowa-case.
Question 27
Footnote 3. A space needs to be removed between the words "material" and "is."
Question29
KM 3, bullet 2. It looks as though the second superscript 2 should be superscript 3. Please
check.

1) What are chloramines?

Chloraminw are dis/nfactants used to treat drinking wafer.
a Chiommines are most commonly formed when ammonia is added to chlorine to
treat drinking water.
a The most typical purpose of chloramines is l o protect water quality as It moves
through pipes.
Chiormines provide long lasting protection as they do not break down quickly In
water pipes.
v=^ 1'
Â¥

The different types of chforamines are mmo&ranii&~dichloramfne, and
trichforamine.
When chloramines are used
:,.- ,to flqinfeq
.
.. . linking water, monochloramine is the
most common form.
Dichloramine and trichloramine are produced when treating drinking water but at
much lower levels than monochloramine.
~richloramines'are typically associated with disinfected water used in swimming
pools.
,

The Environmental Profeetion Agency regulates the safe use of chloramlnes in
drinking water.
EPA requires water utilities to meet strict health standards when using
chloramlnes to treat water,
â‚¬ chloramines regulations are based on the average concentration of
chloramines found in a water system over time.
â‚¬ regulates certain chemicals formed when chloramines react with natural
organic matte?& water:_ _ _ _ _ . ._ _ . . ^, - q,;a^.-=2
,ds-rf-a-a?<,

,
,

-
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Additional Supporting information:
I
1. Trichloramlne formation does not usually occur under nomat drinking water treatment
conditions. However, if the pH is lowered below 4.4 or the chlorine to ammonia-nitrogen
ratio becomes greater than 7.6:1, then irichlomine can form. Trtchlormalne formation can
occur at a pH between 7 and 8 if the chloramine to ammonia-nitrogen ratio is increased to
151. Source: Optimizing W m i m Treafrnent, 2nd Editton, AwwaRF, 2004
2. The drinking water standard tor chloramines is 4 parts per million (ppm) measured as an.,
annual average. More information on water utility use of chiommines is available at ^i ..
~fl~J/www.e~a.mv/safflwater/disinfection/index.
html and In the I997-lW8 Information
Collection Rule, a national suivey of large drinking water utilities for the Stage 2 Disinfection
Byproducts Rule (DBPR). Informationon the Stage 2 D8PR is available at
htt~://www.
1
ter/disinfecti
More t n f o m ~ ~ n % standard
may be foufld at:
W ndad
3. ! ~ ~ s ~ a % ~ f l e mii:%&~~t~&
~
h das a result of the
breakdown of animal and plant material In the en$ronrnent; Sourpe:
_r

sz=&
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2) How long has rnonochloramine been used as a drinking water dishfedant?
A

How \s hohchloramine typically used? How many peoplehater utilities use
monochloramine?

Monochforamhehas been used as a drinking water disinfectant for more than 60
ye&rsml
Monochloramine has been shown to be an effective disinfectant,b&grf on
6

decades of use in the US., Canada, and Britain.
Monochloramine is usually used along with chlorine as part of the drinking water

treatment process.
Monochforaminehelps p & ^ p e o p l e from waterborne diseases2
Monuchloramine fs most often used to maintain water quality in the pipes?
MonochJoramine provides long lasting protection of water quality.
Monochloramine Is effective as a disinfectant because it does not dissipate as
quickly as chlorine.
Monochloramine helps lower levels of potentially harmful regulated disinfection
byproducts compared to chlorine,

M o r e than one In five Americans use drinking water treated with
mono~hhramine.
Monochlorarnine use has increased in recent years due partly to new drinking
water regulations developed to limit certain disinfection byproducts.
New drinking water regulations limit the concentration of otentiafly harmful
disinfection byproductsthat may occur in drinking water.
Several large cities such as Denver and Philadelphia have been using; ., ,,,
monochloramine as part of their treatment process for decades.

^

Additional Supporting Information:
1. For more information on the histoh of drinkinn water disinfection visit'
htt~~/www.e~a.aov/safewatei/con~umer/~df/hlst.p^l.
2. For more information on waterborne disease visit:
.cde.aov/ncid
ist waterfaome.htm.
3.
W n W m %::skian
system mtrcds the growth of tnkm~besand the
development of biofilm. Drinking water in the distribution system is not sterile, regardless of
the degree to which water is treated, The water contains microbes that survive the drinking
water treatment process and may reproduce and form athin layer a biofilm - In tire pipes.
Microbes that form biofllms are typically hamless. However, the microbes thatgrow in the
pi* and form a biofilm on the pipe wall may contribute to various problems including: 1)
the release of coltform bacteria intothe water, 2)disinfectant demand, 3) aesthetic water
qualify problems (e,g. unpleasant tam or odor), and 4) pipe corrosion. In addition, blofilms
have been known to harbor microbes that cause disease, especially in severely
Immunocompromlsedpersons. See Drinking L#am Distribution Systems Ass6ssf.g and
R d m h g R&ks-chaptets 6 and 7,-.m.WMdm,@?md
Id4 ?E?d#t@
Also see EPA's BiofltmWhite Paper
/ / e ~ % F W A F W d a i ~ w ~ mor tcr
~ cblofflms.Ddf.
r ~
4, See the Stage 1 and Stage 2 Disinfection Byproduct Rules for more information on new
drinkhg water regulatbns ~ ~ J / ~ . e m . ~ o v / W ~ ~ e r l d ~ s i ~ a c t i o ~ n d ~ .
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BASIC INFORMATION ABOUT DRINKING WATER DISINFECTION

3) Why is drinking water disinfected? What is the difference between primary and
secondary disinfection? How is monochloramine used in a treatment plant?

Drinking water is disinfected to protect public health:
Prior to the widespread use of disinfectants,many people became ill or died
because of contaminated water?
Disinfection reduces or eliminates illnesses acquired through drinking water,
a â‚¬ and CDC believe the benefits of drinking water disinfection outweigh the
potential risks from disinfection bypruducts.
Primary dfainfaction kllls or inactivates bacteria, virus6s, and other potentially

harmful organisms in drhkfng water?

Disinfection prevents infectious diseases such as typhoid fever, hepatitis, and
choleraa4
Some disinfectants are more effectivethan others at inactivating certain
potentially harmful organisms?
DIanfectionprocesses vary from water utility to water utility based on their needs
and to meet EPA treatment requirements.

1

Secondary disinfection6 provides 1onflffAtflflflwatr treatment as the -#er - mow# through pipes to consumers.
a

Secondary disinfection maintains water quality by killing potentially harmful
organisms that may get in water as it moves through pipes.'
Monochloramlne is commonly used as a secondary disinfectant.
Monochloramine may be more usefulthan chlorine in killing certain potential!
harmful organisms in pipes such as those that cause Legionnaire's disease.

/

Additional Supporting Information:
1. Not all federally-regulatedground water utilities are required to disinfect their water. Regulatory
authorities work with utilities to decide if treatment Is necessary.
2. See auestten 2 for additional historv on drinkim water cHGtnf9c(Ton. :'-"I
3. potadally harmful organisms includedisease-kuatng bacteria, virus%, arid protozoa. Chtorin~tlon
and chbramuiation are not effective at inactivatmo CfwtosoorhSm. For information on alternative
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their water. However, some surface water systems may obtain waivers {of filtration If the water comes
from a protectedsource. Surface water systems muet also have a detectable disinfectant residualin their
distributionsystem. Gmund water systems are only requtredto disinfectas necessary and are not
requiredto have a detectable cflsfnfactant residual. Ground water systems that are found to be influenced
u

m

taysurfacewa^(toexampta,wetistocatedneÃ§toriveis)arereqfJiredtofohwthetrealmen
requirements for surface water. In aAfifiw,States may have more stringent treatment requirementsand
may, for example, requireall of (heir ground water systems to <gstnfeet For more Infomatton on E?A
surface water treatment requirementsvisit
html and for infomiafionon requirementsfor ground water
disinfection Is also known as using a disinfectant residual.
nfwrmh~on LegimnMs diseasevkit hQxJ/wwwnh.nih.wDeliberative draft - do not cite or distribute
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4) What disinfectantsare available tor drinking water?

Most water utilities use chlorine as a primary dtohfectentbwauso
of its
''-'-'. *.
'

effa~tlvenesain killing potentially harmful organisms.^
a Chlorine is effective in kitftng bacteria, viruses, and other potentially harmful
organisms in water.
One disadvantageof chlorine Is It can react with natural organic matter2 ptese@+,,l,,
In water to form potentially harmful disinfection byproducts.
"
Water utilities sometimes use chlorine several times during treatment because
the Initial dose loses its effectiveness over time.

Monachtoramine is commonly used as a secondarydisinfectant to protect toe
water as It travehz from tiw treatment plant to consumers.
M0n0~hb~mi118
is effective in killing bacteria, viruses, and other potentially
harmful organisms but takes much longer to act than chlorinei
One disadvantage of monochlommlne is It can react with natural organic matter
present In water to form potentially harmful disinfection byproducts.
Monochloramine is more chemically stable than chlorine, which makes it longer

lasting and an effective secondary disinfectant.
Water trfl/itlesmay use ozone, UV light, or chlorine dioxide as primary
disinfectants in the treatmentplant.
Ozone, UV light, and chlorine dioxide are effective in killing bacteria, viruses, and
other potentiallyharmful organisms in water at the treatment plant.
One disadvantage of ozone, UV Itght, and chlorine dioxide is they do'not provide
protection as water travels through pipes.
Eithw chlorine or mnochloramlne must still be used&&@&&&acy
p f l ~ r y ,- treatment process to protect the quality of treated water as it travels from the
treatment plant to the customer,
Addtlfona! Supporting Infomation:
Sea question 3 for a discussion of primary and secondary disinfe@ants.See questions 5 and 6
for a specific discussion of chlorine and monochtoramine as a primary and secondary
disinfectant.
1. Potentially harmful organisms include diseasfrcausingbacteria, viruses, and protozoa.
Chlorination and chloraminatton are not affective at InactivatingC ~ t u s p f d i u m .
2. Natural organic matter is a complex mixture of compounds formed as a result of the
breakdown of animal and plant material in the environment Source:
NJt 6331:~.asox?ObiBcy(fa<SeiB78.
3. Secondmy disinfection is also known as using a disinfectant residual.

z

'

w
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5) How effective is monochloramine vs. chlorine as a primary disinfectant?

Mmoch/oramiiw can be an effactimpdmary dialnfectsnt in limited situations.
Monochloramlne takes much longer than chlorine to kill most potentially harmful
organisms.'
Monochloraminecan be used as a primary disinfectant but the amount of time
needed fortreatment makes it impfactIcEdfor most utilities.
But because it is longer lasting than chlorine, monochtoramine is often used as a
secondary disinfectant.

-.-

Chloiins is a wry effectiveprfmary disinhhnt
Chlorine is very effective at killing most potentially harmful organism^.^
Chlorine kills most potentially harmful organisms quickly.
Chlorine is the most frequently used primary dtshfectant of drinking water.
A combination of diahfectants is often used for primary disinfection.
Primary disinfection usually consists of multiple disinfection steps that may start
as the water enters the treatment plant.
When used as a primary disinfectant, monochloramine effectivenessis increased
by combining it with ottier disinfectants.
~ r . 414h
The choice of which combination of disinfectantsto use vanes from water utilit~
to water utility based on their needs and to meat EPA treatment requirements.
r m b ~

Addiffmat Supporting Information:
See question 3 for a discussion of primary and secondary disfnfactanls.
1. Potentially harmful organisms include disease-causing bacteria, viruses, and protozoa.
Chlorination and chloraminattonare not effective at Inactivating CfypfospoifeSum.
2. All utilitiesthat use surface water are required to treat or remove 99.99% of viruses and also
to filtertheir water. However, some surface water systems may obtain waivers for filtration If the
water comes from a protected source. Surface water systems must also have a detectable
disinfectant residual in their distribution system. Ground water systems are only required to
disinfect as necessary and are not required to have a detectable disinfectant residual. Ground
water systems that are found to be Influencedby surface water (for exampie,wells located next
to rivers) are required to follow the treatment requirements for surface water. In addition, States
may have more stringent treatment requirements and may, for example, require all of their
ground water systems to disinfect For more informationvisit
and for Ii-~FomWman q i r e m ~ m
for
ground water systems visft;
I1
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0) how effective la monochloramine vs. chlorine as a secondary disinfectant*?

Both chlorine andmonochhfamineare effective secondary disinfectant81
Both chlorine and monochloramine protect the quality of treated water as m e 8
travels through pipes.
Both chlorine and monochlorarnine produce disinfectionbyproducts, some of
which are harmful to human health.
EPA and CDC believe the benefits of drinking water disinfection outweigh the
potential risks from disinfection byproducts.

Manoch/oferninehas several advantages over chlorine as a secofidary
diainfwtant.
Monochloramlne is more chemically stable than chlortne.
Monochloramine produces fewer potentially harmful regulated disinfection
byproductsthan chlorine?
Monochtommine is longer lasting than chlorine offering continued disinfection,
and making H useful for killing certain harmful organisms found in pipes such as
those that cause Legionnaires*disease.
The choice of which secondary disinfectant to use varies from water utility to
water utilHy bawd on thejr nwds.
Regulatory agencies and water utilities work together in selecting primary and
secondary disinfectants.
Regulatory agencies and water utilities balance a wide range of factors in
deciding which disinfectant to use.'
Either chlorine or monochloramine are used as secondary disinfectants by water
utilities.

'

Addftfonal Supporting Information:
1. See question 3 for a discussion of primary and secondary disinfectants. Secondary
disinfectants are also known as residual disinfectants, See questions 17 and 18 for advantages
and disadvantages In monochlorarnlne use.
2. See question 2 for a more information about protecting the quality of water as ft travels
throughpipes
3EPA has enforceable regulationsto limit occurrence of disinfection byproducts in drinking
water for a group of four total ttlhalomethanas (TTHMs): {ehhrofom,bromedtchlorofnethana
(BDCM), dIbromochforomethane(DBCM), and bromoform),a group of five hatoacetto acids
(HAA5) (monochloroaceSc acid (MCA), dichloroacetic acid (DCA), trichloraaeetic sicid (TCA),
monobromoacetk acid (MBA), and dibromoacettcadd (DBA)), and the individual byproducts
chloftte and bmate. The maximum contaminant levels for these disinfection byproducts are:
TTHMs (0.080
HAA5 (0.060 mg/L), chlorite (1.0 mg/L), bromate (0.010 rng/L). See Stage
2 Disinfection Byproducts Rule (71 FR 388,January 4,2006) for more Informatim onuncertainties,

mw),

's disease visit www.nim.nIh.aov/m9dtineDlus.
5. Factors Include the type and condition of source water, how much water needs to be treated,
comptexSy of operation, etc. Guidancemanuals am available at
eoa.aov/safevsffittBddtsinf~oIrfstaaea/com~lianc~.htmt.
Hard copses are available by
ordering publications through EPA's Water Resource Center (phone: 202-566-1729).
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WATER SYSTEMS, DISINFECTION BYPRODUCTS, AND THE USE OF
MONOCHLORAMINE 1 .: P.
;L I.:?
>,,
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7) Why are disinfection byproductra
TB"
public health concern!

0
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Drinking water research indidtea that certain byproducts of water disinfection
have the potential to be harmful?
Some research Indicates that certain byproducts of water disinfecti~n$rejinbd
to increases in cancer incidence, including bladder cancer.
,
hi
Some research indicates that certain byproducts of water disinfectioncan be
linked to fiver, kidney, central nervous system problems, and reproductive
effects.
Some research indicates that certain byproducts of water disinfectioncan be
linked to anemia.

..

a

7"-

-

Asseesments of the risks of water disinfection can be highly uncertain.
Scientists from many organizations conduct research on the effects of
disinfection byproducts.
In some cases research results are contradictory; some studies show links to1
adverse health effects and others do not.
Regulatory documents describe the uncertainties in risk assessments of
disinfection byproducts.'
- , + 4 . . w ~ Ã ‘, - 1 1
\'-1'The Environmental Protection Agency cansIdar8 risk and uncartainty In
establishing regulations for water disinfectfon.
Regulators weigh the public health benetllsof disinfection against the risks of the
potentially harmful disinfection byproducts.
ERA sets limits for certain disinfection byproducts which are linked to health
effects such as bladder cancer.'
EPA and other organizations continue to conduct research on disinfection
byproducts.
Additional Supporting Infomath:
1. ERA has enforceable regulationsto limit occurrence of disinfection byproducts In drinking
water for a group of four total trihaiomethanas (TTHMs) (chloroform, brmodtehloromettiane
(BDCM), dlbromoch~rmethane(D8CM),and bromofom), a group of five hatoacatic adds
(HAM) (monochloroacetic add (MCA), dichloroacettoacid
A), tdchloroacetfc acid (TCA),
mmohomoacetfc add (MBA), atid dbromwetic add ( D B E m d the indMdual byprodmh
chlorite and bromate. The maximum contaminant levels for these disinfection bypOducts are:
TTHMs (0.080mg/L), HAA5 (0-060 mg/L), chlorite (1-0 mg/L), bromato (0.010 mg/L). See St&
2 Disinfection Byproducts Rule (71 FR 388,January 4,2006) for more information on
disinfmtlon byphucts and di&ussion of unc&df+Jes,

.
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2. For moreInformationon anemia and disinfection bvoroducts visit
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8) How doe8 EPA regulate disinfection byproducts (DBPs)?

â‚¬ uees the presence of regulated disinfection byproducts as indicators of the
presence of other dislnfoction byproducts;
EPA sets limits for two individual and two groups of disinfectionbyproducts
(~8~s)'
that are linked to health problems.
Disinfectants react wlth natural organic matte? to produce disinfection
byproducts, some of which are of health concern.
Recent EPA drinking water regulations require water utilities to reduce the
concentrations of particular disinfection byproducts.^

Water uti/Itiesmust test wafer regularly to make sure reguiafed disinfwtlon
byproducts are within EPA limits.
EPA recently strengthened regulatory limits for certain disinfection byproducts.*
Regardless of the disinfectant used, the types and concentrations of disinfection
byproducts will also vary from day-to-day and among utilities.
The concentration and type of disinfectant byproducts depends on many factors,
including source water type,water temperature, lhe levels of natural organic
matter in the water as well as the amount and type of disinfectant used.
EPA conducts research to better understand disinfectionbyproducts In drinking
water.
EPA scientists coordinate their research on disinfection byproducts with
scientists from many organizations.
Scientific studies are focused on identifying disinfection byproducts that may
need to be regulated?
EPA scientists and decision makers review regulationsof disinfection byproducts
every six years to determine if they need to be revised.
Additional Supporting Information:
1. EPA has enforceable regulations to limit the occurrence of disinfection byproducts in drinking water for
a group of four total trthalomathane (TTHMs) (chloroform, bromodtchloromethane(BDCM),
dibiomochhmethane (DBCM),, and bramoform), a group of five hatoaceticacids (HAM)
(rnonoehioroacetio acid (MCA), dichlomcatic add (DCA), trichioioacetic acid (TCA), morKAmoacetlc.
add (MBA), and dlbromoacetlc add (DBA)), and tha individual byproducts chlorite and bromate. The
maximum contaminant levels for these disinfection byproducts are: TTHMs (0.080 ma/L), HA45 ( 0 . m
m&), chlorite (1.0 mo/L), bromate (0.010 rngtQ.666 Stage 2 Diahfection ByproductsRul6 (71 FR 388,
January 4,2006) for more informatton on (flstnfedion byproducts and discussion of epidemiological data
on chlodmted water ~ x p o m mand Wmr, -FPAlTHM8 and HMa â ‚ ¬ y p i d y m c at K i e r levels than
- m
disinfectantbyproducts. The presence of TTHMs and HAA5 is representativeof the occurrence of many
other chlorinated disinfectant byproducts;thus, a reduction in TTHMs and HAA5 genadly indicates a
reductionof other types of disinfectant byproducts.
2 The two groups are total trihaiomethanes and hafoacelic acids. The two inCrividualDBPs are chlorite

and bromate.
3. Natural~matterisa~iruxtureofOMnpotffrififoniiedasaresuitofthebreak^wd
animal and plant material In the environment. Source:
httpJ'Awww.!wahq.ofo^e~lates/KlJemplates/teyout_633184.aspx?Otije?rtld=66l579.
4. See the Contaminant Candidate Ust online at hthri/www.~ma~v/OGWDW/WcdS.ntait
for

contaminants â‚¬ proposes to review.
5- EPA scientists consider now disinfectionbyproducts research as part of the six year review process.

For infomalionon the SIXyear revfew p m m visit: p
.
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9) How do the kinds and concentrations of disinfection byproducts formed by
monochloramine compare to tho# formed by chlorine?

.. .

Water treated with chlorine and monochloramlne contain different types and
concentrations of dldnfaction byproducts.
Compared to chlorine, water treated with monoctttoraminecontains fewer
regulated disinfection byproducts that have been linked to human health

problems.
The formation of disinfection byproducts is Influenced by source water type ai-3
the type of disinfectant used.
Formation can vary daily with the amount of natural organic matter in the water,
temperature, rainfall, and distance from the treatment plant or other factors
influencing water quality.
Compared to chlorine, water treatad with monochhrnhe contains lower
concentrations of regulated dishfaction byptvducts.^
Compared to chlorine, water treated with monochloramlne contains lower
concentrations of the two major types of regulated disinfection byproducts.'
Compared to chlorine, water disinfected with monochloramine contains fewer
+

regulated disinfection byproducts linked to bladder cancer,
Regardless of the disinfectant used, the types and concentrations of disinfection
byproducts will vary from each utility and also from day-to-day.

Compared to chlorine, water treatad with monochloramlne may contain higher
concentrations of unregulated disinfection byproducts.
a'

EPA scientists are currently studying the unregulated disinfection byproducts2
that form in water treated with monochloramine.
Compared to chlorine, water treated with monoctitoramlne may contain different
unregulated disinfection byproducts than chlorinated water.
â‚¬ and other organizations continue to conduct research on unregulated
disinfection byproducts.'
'-1 1

-

*

Add&onai Supporting information:
1. TTHM and HAA5 are the regulated disinfection byproductgroups that form at lower
concentrations with monochloramina. See question 7 for more information about TTHM and
(including
nitrosodimethylamine, NDMA), Mo-trihalomethanas, and iodo-acids. See question 7 for

~tp:/fww-^>a.~/tio/doml~ad/contat~inantfocus/ftpa542f07006.pdf
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10) Why are water utilities switching to monochloramine?

New â‚¬ regulations require water utilities to reduce levels of regulated

-

disiAfeet!on byproducb.
I I t , ~
wv
Water utilities are required to comply with EPA's revised regulations.
./
Water utilities are assessing if they need to make changes to comply w86 rewseS*"
EPA regulations?
To meet the new regulations, a subset of utilities has decided to change their
secondary disinfectantfrom chl6rine to monochloramifie.
Water treaied with monochloramine contains reduced levels of regulated
disinfection byproducts compared to water treated with chlorine.
Monochloramine produces lower concentrations of regulated disinfection
byproducts because it is less reactive than chlorine with natural organic matter?
The formation of disinfection byproducts is influenced by source water type and
the type of disinfection used.
Formation can vary daily with the amount of natural organic material in the water,
temperature, rainfall, and distance from the treatment plant or other factors
Influencing water quality.

Water utilities switching from chlorine to monochloramine report fewer consumer
concerns about water quality.
Water utilities switching from chlorine to monochloramine report fewer consumer
concerns about the taste of water?
a Water utilities switching from chlorine to rnonochloramine report fewer consumer
concerns about odor?
Consumers may stillnotice a chlorine smell when utilities use monochloramin@?
Additional Supporting Information:
1, See Stage2 Disinfection Byprodupts Rule (71 Ffl388, January 4,2006) for more information
on disinfection byproducts and discussion of apidemloiogicaldata on chlorinated water
exposure and cancer, - ~ E F A - W A E W U O W J ~ ~ B V - W W ~ D ~ ~ .
2. See question 11 for additional ways utilities could comply,
3. Natural organic matter is a complex mixture of compounds formed as a result of the
breakdown of animaland plant material In the environment; Source;
l-=

---b
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11) Other than chlorine and monochtoramine, what options could water utilities
consider to reduce the levels of disinfection byproducts? ,

ozone, UV and some improved filtration processes require a high level of sophistication, expertise, and management skills to operate successfully.
One disadvantage of ozone and ultraviolet (UV)fight is they require the
Installation of new and eitpensive technology, making it impractical for many
utilities.

,

,

Utilfti69 must still use chlorine or monochloramlne to protect drinking water from
harmful organisms in pipes.
The major disinfection alternatives to chlorine and monocn~oraminecan reduce
the formation of some disinfection byproducts but can increase the production of
others.
The major treatment alternatives for reducing disinfection byproducts do not by
themselves provide adequate protection for drinking water as it moves through
water pipes.
a EPA is encouraging water utilities to consider a full-range of alternative
techrwlogles and operatbmld f o ! -~!dng g!hJnf-eh! Bfirodg@.- - - - -

+

- - {-pm&

,-{DfllBfd;

with natural organic matter. Natural organic matter is a complex mixture of compounds formed
as a result of the breakdown of animal and plant material in the environment. Source:

-----

.----
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12) Does EPA require water utilities to use monochtoramlne? Who
--approves
the
decision for a water utility to use monochloramine?

Each water utility chooses the most effective approach for disinfeicting water and
~fffifttfngregulaft'ons!
Water utilities work with regulatory agencies in deciding the best way to meet
ERA regulations
Water utilities work with regulatory agencies in deciding the best way to reduce
or eliminate harmful disinfection byproducts.
Water utilities work with regulatory agencies In deciding whether to use
monochloramine.
â‚¬ does not require water utilities to use monochSoramine.
ERA does require water utilities to comply with â‚¬ drinking water regulations.
EPA's Regional Offices provide technical assistance to water utilities for
complying with ERA drinking water regulations.
EPA works with regulatory agencies regarding EPA drinking water regulations.

Water utffitfeÃtypically receive approval fmm a state agency' or other authority

for changes In disinfectionprocesses.

s

Water utilities work with regulatory agencies to weigh the advantages and
disadvantages of using mnochloramine or other disinfectants.
,..
Water utilities typically notify customers of plans to use monochloramde'.
Contact your water utility for information about disinfection practices used to treat
your water.

Ill

-
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13) What assistance does EPA provide water utilities cohsfderlng a switch from
chlorine to monochloramlne?

â‚¬ provides regulatory guidance for water authorities consIdaring a switch to
monoch/oram/ne.
EPA provides regulatory guidance primarily through state regulatory agencies,'
which in turn provide guidance to water utilities.
Water utilities took primarily to state agencies for guidance since it is typically
these agencies that approve changes in water treatment processes.
Water unities provide detailed informationabout drinking water quality to
Interested parties on request.
â‚¬ prov/des training for state and local water authorities considering changes

In dia/nktion processes.

EPA develops guidance documents to help state and local water authorities
better understand drinking water regulations.
EPA works with state and local water authorities when they request additional
guidance regarding EPA dtinta'ngwater regulations.
EPA manuals on water treatment and disinfection processes are available as
printed documents or through the interneta2

EPA representativesattend professional meetings to explain regulations
mgardhg chiorhe, monochloramine, and other disinftictanto.
EPA provides specialized training on new disinfection byproduct regulation.
EPA's Regional Offices provide technical assistance to water authorities seeking
specific guidance on the new disinfection byproduct regulations.
EPA has established a DrinkingWater Academy for EPA staff, state regulators,
tribes, and others on implementing new drinking water regulations.
Additional Supporting Information:
1. A primacy agency has the primary responsiblllty foradministrating and enforcing regulations.
Under the Safe Drinking Water Act; states, US. territories, and Indian tribes that meet certain
requirements (such as setting regulations that are at least as stringent as EPA's) may apply for,
and receive, primary enforcement authority
2. Guidance manuals are available atnfecfio
iance.html. Hard copies are avalable by
W&%=da
bb~
2WA%&li'29I.
:
~itrita/Nhteand lead control when changing disinfectants a& discussed in EPA's '
simultaneous compliance manual which can be found a t
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CHLORAMINES-RELATED RESEARCH
14) How did EPA evaluate the safety of monochloramine for use as a drinking
water disinfectant?
EVA evaluated monochloramine primarily through an analysis of human
health and animal data.
Research reviewed in EPA's safety analysis is contained in EPA's "Drinking
Water Critena Document for ~hlorarn~nes.'
The criteria document for monochloramine provides a complete summary of
health and other data considered in establishing a fflonochlaramine standard.
Â
EPA periodically updates the monochloramine "criteria document."
EPA's monmtflorarnfne standard is set at a level whore no human health effects

are expecfed to occur.
a

a

Data from animal and human studies provide information on the health effects of
mortochloramlne.
EPA reviews and considers new research results as they become available?
EFA's standard for monochloramine takes data gaps and uncertainty into
account by building safety factors into the regulatory standard.

â‚¬ reviewed historical data in its evaluation of rnonocMoramlne.
M6nochloramine has been in use as a drinking water disinfectant since the
1930's?
Decades of use in the US, Canada, and Great Britain shows monochloramine is
an effective secondary drinking water disinfectant.
Denver, Philadelphia, and other large cities have used monochloramine as part
of their water treatment process for years,
Addittonal Supporting Informalion:
1. The Drinking Water Criteria Document for Chloramines can be found at
~m:/~.e~a,mv/ffi&~d
- f ~ m i n d ~ c h t o r m
Publication
i n e . ~No.:
~ , ECAU-GIND m , March, 1994.
2. The Maximum flasidual Disinfectant Level Goal (MRDLG) for chloramines is 4 parts per
million (ppm).
3, See the Contaminant Candidate List online at htt~~/www.~~a.aov/OQWDW/ccWccI3,
him1for
contaminants EPA proposesto review. â‚¬ scientists review regulations of disinfectants and
disinfection byproducts every six years. For information on six year review visit:

hap://epa.gov/safewater/revlew.htrnl
4 Cleveland, OH, Springfield, IL, and Lansing, MI were among the first cities to use
monoctlloramine in 1929 (see Chapter 1 of Tfte Quest for Pure Water Val 11, AWWA, 1981).
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15) Why does EPA believe enough research has been conducted to approve the
use of monochloramine as a drinking water disinfectant?

-

I

â‚¬ uses risk assessment methods to evaluate the safety of drinking water

-

disinfectants.
a
a

EPA's Drinking Water Criteria Document for ~ h l q r a r n i dprovides the detailed
risk assessment process followed in setting the standard for monoch~oramine.~
EPAs risk assessment process included a review of available research and
historical data.
EPA's risk assessment process focused on health outcomes scientists consider
most critical.

,,

Â¥

EPA's regulations account for uncertainties fn the risk a f a i f m e n tby applying

uncertainty factors?

Risk assessments of monochloramine contain substantial uncertainties regarding
potentially harmful disinfection byproducts.
Federal laws require â‚¬ to act to protect human health even when there is
incomplete Information.
Regulators must weigh the public health benefits of disinfection against the risks
of the harmful disinfection byproducts.

Research and experianca indicate monocbloramine is safe at le wis used to treat
drinking water.
Research indicates monochloramine produces lower levels of regulated
disinfection byproducts which may be harmful.
Monochloramine use may reduce the potential cancer risk from chlorinated
byproducts.
EPA continues to encourage research on the safety of monochloramine as a
drinking water disinfectant.
AddMona1 Supporfing Information:
1. The Drinking Water Criteria ~ocumentfor ~hloiarnheicbbefound at
m k o & ECAO-GIN-D002, March,
1994.
2. The chloramine limit was set in the Stage 1 DBP Rite. This rule is available at
//www.e~a.aav/safewaterldisinfecBon/index,htm~,
In addition, EPA has enforceable
regulations to limit occurrence of disinfection byproducts in drinking water for a group of four
total tdhalomathanes (TTHMs) (chloroform, bromodtehtoromethane (BDCM),
dtbromochloromethane (DBCM), and brornofomi),a group of five hafoacatic acids (HAA5)
(momhtomwtic add (MCA), dichloroacetic acid (DGA , trichloroacetic add (TGA],
monobromoacetfcacid (MBA), and dibmmoacetic acid BA)), and the individual byproducts
chlorite and bromate. The nnaxtmum contaminant levels for these disinfection byproducts are:
TTHMs (0.080 mgft.), HAAS (0.060 mg/L), chlorite (1.0 mg/L), bromate (0.010 mg/L). See Stage
2 DisinfectionByproducts Rule (71 FR 388,January 4.2006) for more Information on
d l ~ h f Wd~cEi
d ~ ~ ~d ~ W S SofI U~M W M ~ ~ ~idl~-mmAIB,

d

FA:izm=2Fq%$-hm

uncertainty factors (also know as safety tams)
are applled to risk assessments to provide a wide margin of d e t y see; ~ m h i s k / ~

LMwm.Mm-

-
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16) Why does EPA believe monochlorarnlne is safe and appropriate to use?

Research and experience indicate monochloramine use at regulated levels is a
safe means for disinfecting drinking water.
Research indicates mo~ochloramineproduces lower levels of regulated
disinfection byproducts compared to chlorine.
Decades of use in the US.,Canada, and Great Britain s h y s monoE^tokmine is
a safe and effective secondary drinking water disinfectant.
EPA continues researching the safety of monochlorarnine and other drinking
water disinfectants.
EPA used accepted risk assessment methods to evaluate the safety of
monochioraming.
EPAPsrisk assessment process included a review of available research and
historical data,
EPA's Drinking Water Criteria Docurnent for ~hioramine8provides the detailed
risk assessment process the Agency followed in setting the standard for
monochloramine?
EPA's risk assessment process focused on health outcomes scientists
considered most critical.
EPA'a regulatory standard for chiomnines provides a wide margin of safety to
off8et uncertainties in risk assessments.
Risk assessments of monochlorarnine contain uncertainties regarding potentially
harmful disinfection by-products.
w Federal laws require â‚¬ to take action to protect human health even when
there is incomplete information.
+ ERA regulatory officials must weigh the public health benefits of disinfection
against the uncertain risks of the harmful disinfection byproducts.
Additional Supporting In formation:

1. Secondary disinfection is also known as using a disinfectant residual
2 The chtoramine limit was set fn the Stage 1 DB? Rule. This rule is available at
htt&J/www.e~a.aov/~afewatar/didnfacliort/index.hhl.
In addition, EPA has enforceablerflgutalionsto limit
occurtern of tiistnfectioo byproducts In drinking water for a group of four total trihalomethanes(TTHMs)
(chloroform,brornodichlommelhane(BDCM), tlibnoi~tochioromeihahe(OBCM), and brmoform),agroup
of ftvft haiowetic acids (HAM)(monodiloroacettc acid (MCA), dkhloroiacetic actd (DCA), tricfttoroaceh
acid (TCA),monobroitimatic acid (MBA),and dibrol'noatwtic add (DBA)), and the individual byproducts
chlorite and bromate- The maximum contaminant levels for these disinfection byproductsare: TTHMs
(0.080 I?-@), HAA5 (0.060mg/L), rfilorite (1.0 mg/L), bromate (0,010 mg/L). See Stage 2 Disinfection
Byproducts Rule (71 FR 388,January 4,2006) for more infomation on disinfection byproducts
and
-d i i o n of uncertainties, ~ ~ / w w w . e ~ a a & / Ã ˆ d m 8 ~ / ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ a n i t a r v / ~ a v - ~ w 0 3 . r i c l (
3. The Drinking Water Criteria Document for Chloraminescan be found at
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17) What does â‚¬ see as the advantages of using monochforamlne?

Using monochloramine allows u t i l f t ! ~to meet nywEPA
drinking
- water
-

regulations.

rn

1.I-

lJIWIP

-4

'

Water utilities are required to comply with EPA's new drinking water regulatio&t'*
to reduce disinfection byproducts.
Water utilities are assessing whether to switch to monochloramine use as a way
to meet new EPA drinking water regulations.
To meet the new EPA regulations, a subset of utilities has decided to use
monochloramine as a secondary disinfectant.'

Water treated with monochlaramlnecontains reduced levels ofregu/ated
disinfection byproducts compared to water treated with chlorine.
Monochioramine produces lower concentrationsof regulated disinfection
byproducts because it Is less reactive than chlorine with natural organic
The formation of disinfection byproducts is Influenced by source water type and
the type of disinfection used.
a The formation of disinfection byproducts can vary dally with the amount of natural
organic matter in the water, temperature, rainfall, distance from the treatment
plant, and other factors.
Monochtoramim is a practical and effectivesecondary disinfectantA
The use of tnonochloramine is often more affordable and requires less new
equipment than alternatives1,especially ifa water utility is already using chlorine.
Monochloramine helps protect drinking water quality as it moves through pipes.
Several large cities such as Denver and Philadelphia have used monochloramine
successfully as part of their water treatment process for decades.
.
1

Additional Suppo/fl"ngInformation:
1, See question 11 for additional ways utilities could comply,
2. See Slaga 2 Disinfection Byproducts Rule (71 FR 388, Januaiy 4,2006) for more information
on disinfection byproducts and discussion of epidemiological data on chlorinated water
exposure and cane

3. Natural organic
breakdown of animal and plant material fn the anvironmanf. Source:

residual.
4. Secondary disinfection is also
,,I.w
known
,, asusing. a disinfectant
11V I - I T Ã ‘ I
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18) What does EPA see as the disadvantages of using monochloramine?
Water utilities will need to work closely with local and state regulatory agencies
to determine if monochloramine is appropriate for their utS/fty,
The appropriateness of monochloramine use varies with water types and among
water utilities,'
The appropriateness of monochloramineuse varies with the amount of organic
matter In the source water, temperature, rainfall, distance from the treatment
plant, and other factors.
EPA guidance is available to help states and water utilities make informed
decisions as to whether monochlomine use is ippr~priate.~

Gaps in resaareh on how monochforamine affects water need to be ffiled.
There are few studies on how monochloramine affects human health.
There are few studies on the disinfection byproducts that form when
monochloramlne reacts with natural organic matter in water.
Compared to chlorine, water treated with monochloramine may contain higher
concentration? of unregulated disinfection byproducts.'
Utilities will need to monitor water quality for problems that may arise related to
monochloramlne use.
Utilities will need to monitor for lead and other regulated contaminants from metal
corrosion that may be caused by monochloramine usea2
Water utilities that add substances to control for metal corrosion will need to
comply with all relevant regulations related to these substances.
Water utilities using monochloramine will need to monitor and control for
additional nitrites or nitrates in accordance with EPA guidance?
Additional Suppurtlng Information:
1. Use of monochloramine with source waters with high bromide, high lodlds or high total
organic matter may lead to brorno-, lodo-, and nitrosamlne disinfectionbyproduct formation
which are unregulated. EPA scientists are currently studying the unregulated disinfection
byproducts that form in water treated with monochtoramine. See Question 7 for additional
information about disinfection byproducts.
2. Changes in water chemistry, such as the addition of monochloraminecan make water more
corrosive which may lead to pfpe corrosion and increased levels of lead or other contaminants
in the water. However, utilities can test water for corrosiveness and make changes to the water
treatment process to address this problem. EPA requires that systems monitor lead and copper
levels in the distribution system under the Lead and Copper Rule. Monitoring for other water
quality issues are discussed in guidance manuals. Guidance manuals are available at:
m a - d m ~ a a e a ~ m ~ .
html. Hard copies are avdlable
by ordering publications through EPA's Water Resource Center (phone: 202-566-1729). EPA's
simultaneous compliance manual can be found at
h t t d m.em.u w f f i W W / ~ i m f d o d uide
~ ~ st2
a DWS simultaneousance.odf. Other guidance Is availablethrough the American Water Works Association
h
w
.and the
~American Water Web Research Foundation
Jk.a-.
Excessive levels d nitrate can ke e q ~ ~ i a lhl yf u l to hfants;
additional health effect Information can be found at:
biw.ww/-&
c o r n W M ~ h I *
3. See question 27 tor more Informatton on wafer quality changes and monochloramlna
a
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19) What is EPA's current focus regarding chloramines research*? What other
ongoing research Is EPA aware of?

The current foeus of EPA monochloramine research is on disinfectant byproduct
formation as well as how disinfectants affect water chemistry^
ERA supports research on the unregulated disinfection byproductsformed in
drinking water.
EPA supports research on lead release and nitrate formation that can occur
when disinfectants such as monochtoramine are used

Results from past and ongoing research indicate rnomcfiloramine use at
regulated levels Is a safe means for disinfecting drinking water.
Several large cities such as Denver and Philadelphia have used monochloramine
successfully as part of their water treatment process for decades.
Research shows that monochtoramine produce; fewer potentially harmful
regulateddisinfection byproducts than chlorine,
â‚¬ reviews and considers new research results as they become ava~lable.~

I dtelnfoctant
tiKioochltH-amltie ae

Many organiations support research on the safety of monochloramfne use.
Academic institutions and water industry groups conduct research on
monochloramine use4
CDC has investigated community concerns related to monochloramine usen5
EPA will continue to work with other organizations on research related to the safe
use of monochloramine.

1

AddiSonaf Supporfhg Information:
1. More information on the EPA Drinking Water Research Program can be found at
~ , e m , a o v / o ~d ~w dr /e s e a ~ m .
2. Compared to chlorine, water treated with monochloramine may contain different unregulated
disinfection byproductsthan chlorinated water. There are few studies on health effects of
unregulated disinfection byproducts. For example, TTHMs and H M (see question 6 for more
iflfomation) typically m u r at higher levels than other bmand unknown dislnfmm . byproducts. The presence of TTHMs and H A M Is representative off the occurrence of many
other chlorinated dishfm3J~~byg~~tyts;
jhus, a-re&cJlop !fi ~ H M,an@-Hws
genera@i n d i i e s a reduction of dher
of dkit-ddant b y p r o d u c t s . on
~ m e mmuMed
ci amwh!ed with ma- --..-.
.-

-

~ . ~ w f i d ~ l o a & ~ i n Atao
e 8-~ auEstbl0
~ 7 and
~ .
I sS.
3. See the Contabinant Candiite L M online at -ffiWWlWd3,Mml
for
contaminants EPA proposes to review. EPA scientists review regulations of disinfection

--

found

Works Association Research Foundation (AwwaRF) is an example of a group that conducts
water industry research. Information on AwwaRF projects can be found at
httD://www.awwarf.oro/,
5. A federal partner of â‚¬ is the Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC). The CDC
~htoramlnei~ermont
T ~ Remrt
D
can be found at
~ttD://h~althvermont.ow/enviio/water/documents/~~~
Chloramines report 011608,pdf.
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COMMON HEALTH QUESTIONS RELATED TO MONOCHLORAMINE
20) Is it safe to drink and cook with chloraminw w,ater?

Chforamhated water that
drinking and cooking.

0

eft^ regulatory standards is safe to use for

EPA's Drinking Water Criteria Document for Chloramines providesthe detailed
risk assessment process followed in setting the standard for mon~chlorarnine.~
Health authorities recognize that some people may have chemical sensitivities
and some people may have a chemical sensitivity to monochloramine?
People who have health concerns about monochtoramine use should consult
their physicians.

â‚¬ regulations limit chloramine$ use to levels where no adverse health effects
a n anticipated.^
EPA's Drinking Water Criteria Document for Chlaraminesprovides the detailed
risk assessment process followed in setting the standard for monochloramine.'
EPA's risk assessment process Included a review of available research and
Â

historical data.
EPA's risk assessment process focused on health outcomes scientists consider
most criticaI.

Special populations, such as people with weak immune systems, should check
with their physicians before consuming any type of drinking water.
Special populations with potentially weak Immune systems include transplant
patients and people with AIDS.
People with weak immune systems can be more susceptible than others to
harmful organisms in water.
People who have weakened immune systems should consult with their
physicians regarding any type of drinking water they consume, including bottled
water.5

I

-

AddWanal Supporting tfffwmtion:
1. Tbe "Drfrtk^ Watw CriteriaD(xainient for Chlofaniinas' ean be found at
reports of monoc~ora~njne
and health-affects in Vermont but they were unable to draw any conclusions
from the investigation.
3. TUB chloramines limit was set En the Stage 1 DBP Rule. "nil8 rule isavailable at

n aAltfon, EPA has enforceable regutallma.to ltmtt

for a group of four total Mhalomethansa (TTHMe)
(chloroform, bromodichlommethane (BDCM), dibrornochlomsftane (DEW), and bromofom), &group
of five hatoacate acids (HAA5) (monochlwoacsticacid
dichtoroacettcaofd (DCA), nfehtoroa~etic
add (TCA), monotiromoacaticacid (MBA), and tiibrcimoacatic add (DBA)), and the Individual byproducts
chtorfte and bronze. The mai^mcanwinant lev& for OAffi (Sdnfactionb y p m m:TIW
(0,060 mg/L), HAM (0.060 mg/L), &rite (1.0 mg/L), bromate (0.010 mg/i-). See Stags 2 Disinfaction
ByproductsRule (71 FR 368, January 4,2006) for nrore informal^ on <fi^nfadton bvoroducts
and
.
discussion of uncertainties,
4, Powtially hannfut w
a
n
b
k
and chtoraminatton are &t effective at inactivating Crypt6sprkSum.
5. More Information regarding drinking water for those with weak immune systems Is available at:
. . .. ..

(el,

.
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21) Can I shower In or use a humidifier with chloraminated water?

Chloramlnated water that meets EPA standards is safe to use for showering.
Showering with chloraminated water poses littte risk because monochloramine
does not easil enter the air,
Trichloramine ,a chemical related to monochloramine and often found In
swimming pools, enters the air more easily and has been linked to breathing
problems.
Trichloramine may form more easily in swimming pools because of higher levels
of chlorine as well as ammonia from bodily fluids which are often found in
swimming pools.

r

Chloraminafed water that meets @A standards is safe for use'in fiurnUcf~ere.
The use of chloraminated water in humidifiers poses little risk because
monochloramine does not easily enter the air.
â‚¬ is not aware of any studies that investigate the use of disinfected water in
humidifiers.
it is important to follow manufacturer's instructions regarding proper maintenance
and operation of your humidifier.
â‚¬ considarod a wide range of household uses in establishing regulatory limits
for chloramfnes in water.
^
EPA considered all available research in establishing regulatory limits-for
.
chloramines In water.
EPA considered historical data In establishing regulatory limits for chioramines in
water.
EPA's regulatory standard for chloramines provides a wide margin of safety" to
offset uncertainties in risk assessments,

1

Additional Supporting Information:
1. Trichtoramlne formation does not usually occur under normal drinking water treatment
condltlons. However, If the pH Is lowered below 4.4 or the chlorine to ammonia-nltrogen ratio
becomes greater than 7.6:1, then trichloramin~can form. TricMormaine formation can occur at
a pH between 7 and 8 if the chloramine to ammonia-nitrogen ratio is increased to 1S:1. Source:
Optimizing Chlommlna Treatment,2nd Edition, AwwaRF, 2004.
2. Problems with trichloramlne have baen most-often associated with indoor swimming pools
and are known to cause a strong chlorine-type odor. Trichloramine can be controlled In indoor
swimming pools with proper pool maintenance and ventilation. For more information sw,
h t t r r / / w w w r - d c . r r i m .
3. More information on EPA's standard setting process may be found at:

htto:

4. ~
o
%
d
~
~
?
~
%
~
factors
~ (&so&k n o nm as S&W
Q
are applied to risk assessmentsto provide a wide margin of safety see:
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22) Can chloraminated or chlorinated water be used for dialysis or in an
aquarium?

Chloramlnated or chlorinated water may need additional treatment if used for
specialized purposes.
Water utilities typically provide health care agencies and organizations with
information about their disinfection processes.
Water utilities typically provide consumers with information about disinfection
processes.
water utilities consult with reguIa~o~;uthoritiesabo major changes in thelr
water treatment processes.
w
J m^a,
Chlorine and monochloramine must be removed prior to use in kidney dialysis
machines,'
Special precautions are needed when using chlorinated or chloraminated water
in dialysis machines because the treated water comes into direct contact with
blood.
a Dialysis patients should consult with their physicians if they have concerns about
chlorinated or chloraminated water.
Dialysis patients can safely drink chlorinated or chloraminated water.'
Chlorine and monochloramine must be neutraiized or removed I f used in

aquariums.
Chlorine and monochloramine can be harmful to fish because it directly enters
their bloodstream through the gills.
Chlorine and monochloramine can also prevent the growth of beneficial bacteria
that are necessary for healthy fish tanks.
Chlorinated and chloraminated water can be safely used in aquariums by using
products readily avaitable from aquarium supply stores.
Additional Supporting Information:
1. A 1988 FDA Safety Alert on chloramlnes and dialysis is available at:

h(tto://www.fda.aov/cdrh/safBtv/021988-chloramlna.Ddf.

2. Dialysis patients with severely compromised immune systems should consult with their
physician before consuming any type of water.
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23) Does monochloramine cause cancer?
EPA believes water disinfacfed with monochforamine that meets regu1atory ,
standards poses no known or antfclpatedadverse health efleets, Including
cancer.
Most of the research on the cancer risk of monochloramine comes from antrnal
studies using mice and rats.'
ERA believes available data support the use of monochloramine to protect public
health
EPA's regulatory standard for chloramines provides a wide margin of safety2to
offset uncertainties in risk assessments.
ftlyyc@rgmine use m y reduce b/a.d&rcqncer risk cornparedto chlorine u#. _.^
Several studies haw shown lower rates of bladder cancer in gpiTlTfturtlttesw ,
^systems that use monochloramine as a secondary disinfectant compared tu
systems that use chlorine.'
Compared to chlorine, water treated with monochloramine may contain higher
concentrations of unregulated disinfection byproducts but the cancer risk is
~nknown.~
EPA continues to support research on the safety of rpgfpct$qrplne.
0

Monocbloramina use produces lower levels of regulated disinfectton byproducts
which are linkad to cancer.
Regulated disinfection byproducts are produced in lower amounts when
monochloramine is used.
Regulated disinfection byproducts serve as indicators4 of other types of
byproducts that may also be reduced as a result of using monochloramjne.
Compared to chlorine, water treated with monochloramine may contain higher
concentrations of unregulated disinfection byproduck3
Additional Supporting Infomtfon:
1. More information on these studies can be found at EPA IRIS (Integrated Risk Information
System) Jn^^/www.wa.~w/ncoa/itis/subst/O&W.htiTi,
In the Stage 2 DBPR (71 FR 388,
January 4,. 20061,
,. or the Criteria Document for Chloramines,
~hm:/~.e~a.uov/nc~~~~er/chlomhddwchloram~n~.
2. For additional information regarding how uncertainty factors (also known as safety factors)
are applied to risk assessmentstoprovide a wide margin of safety see:

.

1

~~/epa.gw/risWdose-rewonsa.htm

3. EFA Is currently researching unmgulafddisinfectant byproducts !hat can fom
motiochloramine use. Compared to chlorine, water treated with rnonucttloramtne may contain

different unrqguhteddlsinfectionbyproducts than chlorinated water. There are few studies on
h e effofunregulated tilsinfection by-products. Howwar,
, -d

:

raouiafedbvoroduct, can be found
/ W - e ~ a . a

w

f

i

d

d

m

m

a ~ a t Hh

4. TTMMs and HAAs (seequestion 6 for more information) typically occur at higher levels than
other known and unknown disinfectant byproducts. The presence of TTHMs and H A M is
representativeof the occurranca of many other chlorinated disinfectant byproducts; thus, a
reduction in TTHMs and HAA6 generally indicates a reduction of other types of disinfectant
byproducts.

-
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24) Does monochloramlne cause skln problems?

â‚¬ believes water d/s/nfÃˆcta with monochloramine that meets regulatory
standards has no known or antlcipated advers~heafth effect#, including skin
problems.
a Isolated cases of skin problems due to exposure to chloramines have bean
reported,'
a Monochloramlne has not been shown to be a cause or contributor to reported
skin problems.
CDC's investigation2of reports of monochloramine-relatedskin problems
associated with drinking water use was unable to draw any conclusions about
rnonochloramtne and health effects.
r,

7 ,

.

Trichlorsmine, a chemical related to monoch/umminethat often forms in
swimming pools, has been linked to skin prob/ems.
Trichloramine forms In swimming pools when chlorine reacts with ammonia from
bodily fullds.
Skin problems traceable to disinfected water are typically related to swimming
pool use:
EPA continues to study and review research on disinfectants used in swimming

pools.
People who believe their skins problems are related to monochloramine should
consult with their doctors.
Skin problems are a common health Issue, and it is oftendifficult to trace their
causes.
People who have skin problems should inform their doctors if they have been in a
swimming pool.
CDC's investigation2of reports of monochloramine-related skin problems
associated with drinking water use was unable to draw any conclusions about
rnonochloramtne and health effects.
Additional Supportfng Information:
1. Reported skln problems, such as eczema, due to chloramines are primarily associated with

1

dermal antiseptic contact in occupatIonaWhospltalsettings. The "DrinkingWater Criteria
Document for Chloramlnes"can be found at
ter/chloramlne/dwchloramlne.Ddf, ECAO-GIN-D002, March,
1994 and It includes more Information on isolated health effects incidents. See auestion 1 for a
discussion of the different types of chloramines.
2. CDC and EPA conducted a preliminary investigation of reports of monochloramineralated
skin problems associated with drinking water. The investigationconsisted of a questionnaire
"Tie Information@le@t can
fdlecl-out
- *yb

3. Improper
pool
maintenance can often lead to trichloramine formation. Some examples
.
.
hclude:
and
F/wl</mm6636,od(.

,
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25) Do chloramines cause breathing problems?
EPA believes water disinfected with monoch/oraminethat meets 'mgulatory
standards has no known or anticipated adverse health effects, including
breathing problems.
Monochloraminedoes not enter the air easily and therefore would be difficult to
inhale.
CDC's investigation' of reports of monochtormine-relatedbreathing problems
associated with drinking water use was unable to draw any conclusions about
monochloramine and health effects.
Breathing problems associated with trichtoramine and indoor swimming pools
have been reported?

richl lor am in#, a chemical related to monochloramine and often found in
swimming pools, has bean linked to breathing probfems.
Trichlorarnine forms in swimming pools when chlorine reacts wlth ammonia from
bodily fluids.
Breathing problems traceable to disinfected water are typicalfy related to
swimming pool use?
EPA continues review research related to the use of disinfectants used in
swimming pools,
People who beiieve their bmathhg problems are related to monochloramfne
should consult with their doctors.
The causes of breathing problems are often difficult to determine.
People who have breathing problems should inform their doctors if they have
spent time in or around a swimming pool.
CDC's lnvestigationl of reports of monochloramine-relatedbreathing problems
associated with drinking water use was unable to draw any conclusions about
monochloramine and health effects.

.

Additional Supporting Information:
1. CDC and EPA conducted a preliminary Investigation of reports of monochioramlne-related
respiratory problems associated wlth drinking water. The investigationconsisted of a
questionnaire filled out by complaintants. The Information collected can be used to help design
future epfdemiologlc studies.
. I
CDG's trip report can be found at:
I
1

F
igzbE:2;:F;:ja:E
houseliold chemicals (mixing ammonia and bleach cleaning products),

i

I
18.

I

i:2E"9

Indoor swimming pool
air, or industrial exposure. See question 1 for further informationabout different types of

chloramines.
3. Trichloramine formation does not usually occur under normal drinking water treatment
conditions. However, if the pH is lowered below 4.4 or the chlorine to ammonia-nitrogen ratio
becomes greater than 7.6:1, then hkhloraminecan form. Ttichlbrmaineformation can occur at a
pH between 7 and 8 H the chloramlneto ammonia-nitrogenratio is increased to 15:1. Source:
OptimizingChloramine Treatment,2ndEdition, AwwaRF, 2004.
4. Improper pool maintenance can often lead to trichloramine formation: Some examples
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26) Does monochtoramine cause digestive problems?

EPA believes water disinfected with tnonachloramine that meets mgu/atory
standards has no known or anticipated adverse health effects, including digestive
problems.
EPA's regulatory standard for monochloramine is based primarily on risk
assessments focused on drinking water.
EPA's standard for monochloramine is set at a level where no digestive problems
are expected to occur.
EPA's regulatory standard for monochloramineprovides a wide margin of safety
to offset uncertainties in risk assessments.
An important characteristic of monuchioramine is aw&&nt
leaves the body.
Monochloramine is broken down by saliva.
Monochloramine is neutralized by stomach acid.
Monochloramine leaves the body through human waste.

ingested quickly

People who believe their digestive problems are related to monochloramine
should consult with their doctors.
The causes of digestive problems are often difficult to determine.
People who have digestive problems should inform their doctors about what they
have drunk or eaten and about any unusual exposures to chemicals.
CDC's investigation1of reports of monochloramine-related digestive problems
associated with drinking water use was unable to draw any conclusions about
monochloramine and health effects.
Additional Suppotfing Information:
1. CDC and EPA conducted a preliminary investigation of reports of monochloramine-related

digestive problems associated with drinking water.The investigation consisted of a
questionnaire filled out by complaintant's. The information collected can be used to help
design future flnidemfologic studies. CDCs trip report can be found a t
m h e s m m i-01I-~ . D c %
W h e a h v ~ f l . m v / w t ~ n ~ RC bCl-

--

-.

-
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27) Does monochloraminechange water chemistry? Does monochloramlne

change lead levels?

%of

Water chemistry can be changed by many factors, including the
monochioramine.
Â
Water chemistry can be changed by many factors including temperature, rainfall,
weather conditions and monochloramine use.
Levels of lead in water may change due to changes In water chemistry1from
monochloramine use.
Levels of nitrite and nitrate2 in water may change due to changes in water
'
chemistry from monochloramine use.
*a

Water utilities typically monitor forproblems caused by changes in water
chemistry from monochloramlm us&.
The presence of natural organic matter3 in water may change the water
chemistry.
Water utilities monitor for changes in water chemistry at water treatment facilities.
Water utilities typically monitor for changes in water chemistry as the water
moves through pipes.
IT

A,

Â

a

Water uti/fties may need to adjust their treatment processes for problems caused
by changes in water chemistry from monochloramine use?
Water utilities may need to adjust their treatment processes to reduce levels of
lead to meet EPA regulations.
Water utilities may need to adjust their treatment processes to reduce levels of
nitrites and nitrates.
EPA provides guidance for water utilities on problems that can arise from
changes In water chemistry?
AddMona/ Supporting /nfwndon:
1. Changes in water chemistry, such as the addition of monochloramlnecan make water more
corrosive which may lead to pips corrosion and increased levels of lead or other contaminants
in the water. However, utilities can test water for corrosiveness and make changes to the water
treatment process to address this problem (see footnote 4 below).
2. Excessive levels d nitrate can be especially harmful to infants; additional health effect
information can be found at:
httDJ/www.epa-aov/oowdw/contaminants/dw confarnfs/nitrates.hw. The ammonfawhich is
added to the water to make monochloramlne,or which naturally occurs in some waters, can be
converted by naturally occurring bacteriato form nitrites and nitrates, which are contaminants
regulated by â‚¬ at the treatment plant. Excessive nitWnitrites (nitrification) in the distribution
For more information about biofilm sea:

---

e~a.ow/safewater/dis
~ 8 d ! o n / t c r i H W ~ a mlcrr b l a f i l m . ~ d ~ f i r a t ~ g @ t g
control Is discussed in EPA's simultaneous cornnlianca manual which can be found at
(httD:J/www,awwa.orq) and the American Water Works Research Foundation

~/w.amtf.org).
3. Natural organic mateijal Js a complex mixture of compounds formed as a result of the
breakdown of animal and plant material in the environment; Source:
Deliberaitive draft- do not cite or distribute
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tell if my health problems are caused by tnonochIoram~neor
m y disinfedant in drinking water?

28) Can my do-r

A docfor m/d
have dmwfty making a d i m /ink biwtwn a hmlth prui?kinand
rnmochhamim or m y c f l ~ iIn ~drinking
~ ~ wzibr.
t
0
People are exposed to many chemicals and other irritants in their dally lives and
their sen&vity to these agents vary.
E?Agsdrinking water tegulaths limlt the use of chloramines to levels h e r e no
adverse health effects are aMcipateda
EPA's regulatory standad for chloramines in drinking water pmvldes a wide
margin of safety to offset unmrtahiies in fisk assessments.
EPA belteves drinking w&&r d i s h k c i d with monochloram~n~
that me&
mguhtoty ~ ~ r potma
d no
s known or a&#c@?tedadweme M # h problem^
Isdated cases of health problems ~houghlto b: rdated to ddnklng water have
heen reported and were investigated by CDC.
Trichloramine, a chemical that m y be famed in swimming pools2, has been
llnked to skin irritation and breathing problems.
CDCs lnvestigatlon' of repofis of monochloramine-reiatedbreathing problems
related to drinking water was unable to draw any conclusion^ about
monwhlommine and health effects.

Contact your doctor lt you thhk yau have a health prubkm related to drinking

miwr true.
It is important for your doctor to know where and how you believe you were
eqmed to &hlmmines (&go,via ddnklng water or a swimming pool)?
Health problems are typically highly diverse in origin, making it diffjculf for doctors
to specify exact causes.
Your doctor should discuse heaHh problems hdshe believes may be related to
ctilorarnhes in drinking wafer with the local hehlth deparfment.

r

29) How can I mmove mmochforamine from my drinking water?

â‚¬ helieve8 that drinking wafer disinWtedwith monochlo~mhethat meets
mgulatoty ~t811dmfs
la mib to use and It does not need to lw removed.'
EPA drinking water regulations Ilmit momchl~ramineuse to leveis where no
adverse health effects are anticipated.
a Water utllitjes mu& test drinking water regutarly to make sure it is within EPA
regulatory limits.
EPA's regulatory standard for mnochlomine in drinking water provides a wide
margin of safety to offset uncertainties in risk wmsstnenb,

Momchlotarnim can be mom dMcufi to m o v e f m n drinking water than
chiorhe.
a hiling water does not remove monochioramhefmm drinking water.
Letting water sit at room temperature does nut remove monochloramine from
drinking water.
Revem osrnosk filtem2 will not remove monochlormine from drinking water,

Commercialpmducts am available that indicete thw remove tnonochiormjne

from drhklng water.
Commercial pwducts that remove monochloramine from drinking water often
contain cettifications describing their effecti~eness.~
Some home treatment system and water filters2will remove monochloramine.
EPA does not test or certify home tmatrneni systems or filtev2that remove
monochloramine from drinkmg w~ter.
Add~~unal
&uppdiiq /nbrmatim
I See question 14 for infomatlon an how â‚¬ evduated saf~tyof monmhloramine use as a
drinking water dlslnfectant.
2, More lnfomatlon on ~ertlfleddevices for removing rnonochiammlrte Is available at
and
To be cartlfied, davices must demonstrate at least an 83Oh
E t l k 2 r e d u c t i o n over itm entire sewice cycle me filter.
3. See questim 22 for information regarding removing monachloramine for aq~ati~I?I
US8.
a

Danielle,

I've drafted up an e-mail to the ORD scientists regarding the final chloramines message maps. If you
have time today, can you please look at this draft email and let me know if you have any
comrnents/suggestions. I need to send this drafl IanguaQeb Jeanne Briskin by COB today for her review

Thanks,
Nicoie

Nicole Shao
US â‚¬ ORD-Offke of Science Policy
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW (81WR)
Washington, DC 2U460
(202) 5-77Q

Attached below is the finalized copy of the chlomhes message maps (hereafter r e f e d
tn as Q&As), Both the Office of Water (OW)md myself thank you for contributing your
expertise to this important effort over the pasf year. Since the fust workshop in J m u q
2008, OW,ORD,Office of General Council, and the regions have ddigenfly coDaboratd
to devehp these Q&As. The Q&As me a comunicatim tool designed to answer 29 of
the must fquently received questions from the public related to the use of chlormines

in drinking water.
OW and 1careful1y considered dl of your comments as the Q&As were being developed.
We worked very hard to ensure t h ~the
t Q&As would be scientificdly and technically
comct, but presented in a way that will be m y for the public to understmd. We worked
with a world-renowned risk wmunicatiori expert, Dr. Vincent Covd~o,to help us
organize and present the infomation within the Q u s . I am pleased to announce that the
f i n d Q&As each have a new section entitled, "Additional Supporting Information," that
includes links to documents and resources that can provide additional technical
information on each of the topics.
It is our hope that the fad, mllaboratively-developedQ&As cm be used as a
communication tool for the various EPA ofices and regions, so that when we
communicate with the public about chloramines in drinking water, we are dl using
a[ wgch the public can understand.
comistmt terms and $pealung at a

The final Q&As can be found at the following link (add link here),

If you would be inkrested in attending an orientation session on this co~hhomtivelydevelqed comrnu~catimtool, please send me an email no later than Friday, March
27'.

Please do not besitate rn contact me if you have my questions or comments.

I am starting to work on my e-mail to Jeanne now. Iwill include a few sentences about our previous
comments about how the Q&As were not intended as technical guidance for public utilities. Since I
haven't seen the final cover sheet (I only briefly saw it as Jeanne was scrolling over it on the test site the
other day), I don't know if they ultimately included this comment in the introduction /cover page.
Here are my comments on Jeanne's e-rnail (with your incorporated), as well as my revised e-mail to the
ORD workgroup. If you have any additional comments/suggestions, please let me know by the end of the
day.

intama(~ffia(Htansiiritlrit013W^rncotTifnwrtÂ£,
(haft
do c h l o r a n r i n a s e mapemaildoc

Thanks,
Nicole
Nicole Shao
US â‚¬P ORD-Office of Science Policy
1200 Fenreyfvania Avenue, NW (8104R)
Washington, DC 20460
(202) 564-6779
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The Office of Water along with input from Ihe Office of Research and Development
and
SEPAregid,.has createddetailedquestionsand answers (,Q&A&)inresponseto public concerns and frequently asked questions about use of chlo-ue
as a secondary
'
Q&As is to provide a consistent message to the
disinfectant in drinking water. ,The goal of
s,
^
public about the benefits and risks of monochIoraniHre while at the same time stressing die
necessity of adequate pathogen control to assure protection of public health,
*site @-view- "
- h e Chiammine Q&& i
/s: *
- - - - - --- -,

-.
-

We arc releasing these Q&As in order to assist EPA regions, state environmental and
public health offices, and water suppliers to respond to public concerns in a consistent, clear, and
cohesive manner. -TheQ&As were designed using a specific risk coninmflicalion fomiat
(message maps)^imed at targeting!?!! generaloublic-Eachquestion bansweredby3 key - _responses, written at approximately a 6th grade level. ,Each key response is supported by three
more detailed pieces of information at a 12th grade level. .There is an Additional Supporting
Information section in h e footnotes that includes links to documents and resources that provide
additional technical information. For more information on message maps, see

-

- _ -- 7
-7,

1
1

Bdeted:

-

>

-
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-
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- We worked closely together, and with a highly qualifiedrisk coaanunication expert. Dr.
V i n a CoveIIo, to develop specific language that i&
both understandable and accurate. ;To-@?- - extent that all relevant responses to public inquiries use the language in the Q&As, we will
achieve our goal of consistency, accuracy and understandability, Dr. Covello recommends that
to better meet this goal, that we all adhere closely to die wording in the Q&Asrather than
attempt to rephrase the responses. Sometimes subtle word changes are perceived (rightly or
wrongly) as conveyingdifferent information than the specific text provided, - - - - -- - - - - - - - [ I K h Ã ‡ t Ã ˆ l f c T y
,

,

-

-
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ORD Colleagues,
I am forwarding you aa e-mail I received today &om the Office of Water (OW)
announcing the availabilityof the URL lo the finalized copy of the chloramines message
maps (hereafter referred to as Q&As), This URL is:

Both the Office of Water (OW) and I thank you for contributing your expertise to this
important effort over the past year. OW carefully considered all of your comments as the
Q&As were being developed. I worked very closely with OW to address your comments
and ensure that the Q&As would be scientifically and tecluiically correct, while meeting
the goal of presenting the information in a way that would be easy for the public to
understand. To help address ORD workgroup rcconintendaaonsf& including more
scientific details in fills communication tool, we have added a new section in the final
Q&Asentitled, "Additional Supporting Information," that includes links to documents
and resources that can be used to gain additional technical information on each of the
topics. b m t ^ ' t ~ ^ f hQftA$&r~
e
a~iibIicmfflniiiuucation tc^l:ftnd:areiiatiM~

OW is aware that research on drinking water disinfectants is constautly evolving, and has
committed to periodically update the Q&As as new information becomes available.

If you would be interested in attending an information session via teleconference on this
c o l I a b o ~ v d y & w bm
~ m o n ml, please send m an e-mail no later than
Friday, March 27Ih.The information session would likely include time for OW to answer
any questions you might have about the Q&As, as well as a brief discussion on how the
Q&As can be used to help us better communicate with the public and/or media.
Please do not hesitate to contact iae if you have any question$or comments.

mloclo&d
it'&tnUMlocticiinteowr

